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Abstract
The extremely high brightness temperatures of pulsars and fast radio bursts (FRBs) require their radiation
mechanisms to be coherent. Coherent curvature radiation from bunches has been long discussed as the mechanism
for radio pulsars and recently for FRBs. Assuming that bunches are already generated in pulsar magnetospheres,
we calculate the spectrum of coherent curvature radiation under a three-dimensional magnetic ﬁeld geometry.
Different from previous works assuming parallel trajectories and a monoenergetic energy distribution of electrons,
we consider a bunch characterized by its length, curvature radius of the trajectory family, bunch opening angle, and
electron energy distribution. We ﬁnd that the curvature radiation spectra of the bunches are characterized by a
multisegment broken power law, with the break frequencies depending on bunch properties and trajectory
conﬁguration. We also emphasize that in a pulsar magnetosphere, only the ﬂuctuation of net charges with respect
to the background (Goldreich–Julian) outﬂow can make a contribution to coherent radiation. We apply this model
to constrain the observed spectra of pulsars and FRBs. For a typical pulsar (Bp = 1012 G , P=0.1 s), a small
ﬂuctuation of the net charge δnGJ∼0.1nGJ can provide the observable ﬂux. For FRBs, the ﬂuctuating net charge
may be larger due to its abrupt nature. For δnGJ∼nGJ, a neutron star with a strong magnetic ﬁeld and fast rotation
is required to power an FRB in the spindown-powered model. The requirement is less stringent in the cosmic comb
model thanks to the larger cross section and compressed charge density of the bunch made by the external
astrophysical stream that combs the magnetosphere.
Key words: radiation mechanisms: non-thermal – radio continuum: general
After decades of studies, the coherent emission mechanism of
radio pulsars remains not fully understood (Melrose 2017). The
leading mechanism invokes coherent curvature radiation from
bunches (Gunn & Ostriker 1971; Sturrock 1971; Ginzburg &
Zhelezniakov 1975; Ruderman & Sutherland 1975; Buschauer &
Benford 1976; Benford & Buschauer 1977; Pataraia & Melikidze
1980; Melikidze et al. 2000; Gil et al. 2004), but other
mechanisms, such as various maser mechanisms (Twiss 1958;
McCray 1966; Blandford 1975; Melrose 1978; Luo & Melrose
1992, 1995), linear acceleration emission (Cocke 1973; Melrose
1978; Kroll & McMullin 1979), relativistic plasma emission
(Weatherall 1998; Melrose & Gedalin 1999; Melrose 2017), and
anomalous Doppler emission (Machabeli & Usov 1979; Kazbegi
et al. 1991; Lyutikov et al. 1999a, 1999b), have been also
discussed in the literature. FRBs have even more extreme
brightness temperatures (e.g., Lorimer et al. 2007; Thornton
et al. 2013; Chatterjee et al. 2017), which require more stringent
coherent conditions than radio pulsars. Nonetheless, curvature
radiation from bunches (Katz 2014, 2018a, 2018b; Ghisellini &
Locatelli 2018; Kumar et al. 2017; Lu & Kumar 2018) has been
suggested to be the leading mechanism, even though the coherent
conditions have been oversimpliﬁed in these models. Some maser
mechanisms (Lyubarsky 2014; Beloborodov 2017; Ghisellini
2017; Waxman 2017) have also been proposed to explain FRB
emission. However, the maser condition of population inversion is
hard to achieve, especially for the extremely high brightness
temperature observed in FRBs (Lu & Kumar 2018).
In this paper, we mainly focus on the coherent curvature
radiation from bunches. When a charged particle moves along a
curved trajectory, its perpendicular acceleration will result in

1. Introduction
Both radio pulsars and fast radio bursts (FRBs) show nonthermal radio spectra and a very high brightness temperature,
TB, which is much greater than any plausible thermal temperature,
Te, of the electrons in the source. In general, there are two
mechanisms that limit the brightness temperature in a synchrotron
source (e.g., Melrose 2017): (1) synchrotron self-absorption
(SSA), which implies TB  gme c 2 kB, where γ is the Lorentz
factor of the electrons, and (2) inverse Compton scattering, which
implies TB  1012 K (Kellermann & Pauliny-Toth 1969). Observationally, the brightness temperature of radio pulsars can reach
TB ~ 10 26 K , and the brightness temperature of FRBs can even
reach TB ~ 10 37 K . Therefore, the emission mechanism from
pulsars and FRBs must be extremely coherent6, which means that
the observed emission cannot be explained by the simple
summation of the radiation power of individual particles. Rather,
the superposition of the electromagnetic waves from each particle
should be considered. Theoretical models usually invoke one of
three classes of coherent emission mechanisms (e.g., Melrose
2017): radiation from bunches (related to particle coherence in
position space), a reactive instability (related to particle coherence
in momentum space), and a maser mechanism (negative
absorption).
5
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In physics, two waves with the same waveform are perfectly coherent if they
have a constant phase difference and the same frequency. Thus, coherence can
cause the amplitude of the superposition of two waves to be enhanced or
reduced. In the ﬁeld of pulsars and FRBs, “coherent” is mainly deﬁned as
“coherently enhanced.” We adopt this deﬁnition throughout the paper.
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the so-called “curvature radiation.” For a relativistic electron in
the magnetosphere around a neutron star, due to the strong
magnetic ﬁeld, the vertical momentum perpendicular to the
ﬁeld line drops to zero in a very short period of time due to
synchrotron cooling, e.g., tcool ~ 10-18 s (g 1000)(B 1012 G),
where γ is the Lorentz factor of electrons and B is the magnetic
ﬁeld strength. This leads to electrons moving along the ﬁeld
lines. The electron trajectories then essentially track with the
ﬁeld lines.7
Besides the mechanism of forming bunches (e.g., Pataraia &
Melikidze 1980; Melikidze et al. 2000), coherent curvature
radiation from a three-dimensional bunch has been studied in
some earlier papers, e.g., Sturrock et al. (1975) and Elsaesser &
Kirk (1976). In these works, an underlying assumption is that
the electron spatial distribution is “stationary,” which means
that the spatial separations among the electrons remain the
same as they move out from the magnetosphere, which
demands that all of the electron trajectories are parallel to
each other. Thus, the radiation only depends on the initial
distribution of electrons. In this case, based on a threedimensional Fourier transform of the electron distribution, a
simple theory of coherent curvature radiation from a threedimensional bunch could be developed. In reality, the magnetic
ﬁeld lines are very likely not parallel to each other. For
example, a bunch moving in a dipolar ﬁeld will expand when it
moves away from the dipole ﬁeld center, so that the electron
distribution is not “stationary.” In order to make effective
coherence, the opening angle of a bunch needs to be conﬁned
within 1/γ in the direction of the ﬁeld line. However, this
condition can be hardly maintained due to the curvature and
non-parallel nature of the dipole ﬁeld lines.
Another simpliﬁed assumption in these previous works
(Sturrock et al. 1975; Elsaesser & Kirk 1976) is that the
electron distribution is monoenergetic. Theoretical modeling of
the pulsar magnetosphere and observations suggest that the
accelerated electrons should have an energy distribution, the
simplest of which is a power law. The calculation of coherent
radiation of such power-law-distributed electrons becomes
more complex, since a coherent sum of the amplitudes from
electrons with different energies should be considered.
Ghisellini & Locatelli (2018) discussed the spectrum of
curvature radiation from power-law-distributed electrons;
however, they ignored the coherent sum of the amplitudes of
electromagnetic waves.
In this paper, we do not discuss the formation of bunches
(see detailed discussion in, e.g., Pataraia & Melikidze 1980;
Melikidze et al. 2000), but attempt to calculate the spectrum of
the curvature radiation from bunches (assuming that they
already exist) under a three-dimensional magnetic ﬁeld
geometry and a power-law distribution of electron energy.
We then apply this theory to pulsars and FRBs and investigate
the conditions for reproducing their observed brightness
temperatures. We consider that a bunch, consisting of a
trajectory family, is characterized by the following parameters:
bunch length, curvature radius of the trajectory family, bunch
opening angle, and electron energy distribution. We ﬁnd that
the radiation spectra of bunches under a three-dimensional

magnetic ﬁeld geometry is a multisegment broken power law
with the break frequencies depending on the above parameters.
In particular, we emphasize that the low-frequency index of the
spectrum is 2/3 rather than 1/3 in most previous works (e.g.,
Ghisellini & Locatelli 2018; Kumar et al. 2017). Consider that
the observed duration of one pulse from pulsars or FRBs, e.g.,
Tobs1 ms, is much longer than the pulse duration of the
curvature radiation, e.g., Tp∼1/νobs∼1 ns; there are numerous bunches sweeping across the line of sight during the
observed duration. We emphasize that not all electrons in the
magnetosphere contribute to coherent radiation, and that only
the ﬂuctuating net charges with respect to the Goldreich–Julian
outﬂow can make a contribution. Such a ﬂuctuation of charges
might originate from the abrupt discharges of the inner gap near
the neutron star surface (Ruderman & Sutherland 1975; Zhang
& Qiao 1996; Zhang et al. 1997; Gil & Sendyk 2000; Gil
et al. 2006), instabilities in the outﬂow (Cheng & Ruderman
1977; Egorenkov et al. 1983; Usov 1987; Gedalin et al. 2002;
Kumar et al. 2017; Lu & Kumar 2018), or the oscillation of
plasma in the acceleration region (Levinson et al. 2005;
Beloborodov & Thompson 2007; Luo & Melrose 2008). For all
of these cases, the ﬂuctuating net charges in one bunch are
usually not much larger than the local Goldreich–Julian density
for pulsars. We apply the observational data of pulsars and
FRBs to constrain these parameters.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we brieﬂy
review the main properties of the radiation from a single
moving charge. In Section 3, we discuss the coherent curvature
radiation from a point-source bunch. In particular, we calculate
the coherent radiation spectrum from electrons with a powerlaw distribution. In Section 4, we extend our discussion of
coherent curvature radiation to a spatially extended source with
(1) electrons distributed in the same trajectory, (2) electrons
distributed in a trajectory family, and (3) electrons in
trajectories with different curvature radii. In particular, for the
second case, different from the previous models for threedimensional bunches with a stationary distribution in parallel
trajectories (e.g., Sturrock et al. 1975; Elsaesser & Kirk 1976),
we consider a more general case in which the electron
trajectories are not parallel to each other. In Section 5, the
multifrequency spectra of a three-dimensional bunch are
derived for different parameter ranges, which are found to
be a broken power law. In Sections 6 and 7, we discuss the
applications of this theory to pulsars and FRBs, respectively.
For the FRB models, we consider both the traditional polar cap
model and the cosmic comb model. The results are summarized
in Section 8 with some discussions. Some detailed calculations
are presented in the appendices.
2. Radiation from Moving Charges
Consider an electron that moves along a trajectory r (t ). The
observation point is assumed to be far enough away from
the region of space where the acceleration occurs. In this case,
the energy radiated per unit solid angle per unit frequency
interval is given by (see Appendix A)
dI
e2w 2
=
d wd W
4p 2c

7
Notice that the curved trajectory does not strictly overlap with the ﬁeld line
even in the corotating frame. A charged particle moving along a ﬁeld line must
be subjected to a Lorentz force that causes it to follow the curved path, which
requires a drift velocity perpendicular to the plane that contains the ﬁeld lines
(e.g., Zhelezniakov & Shaposhnikov 1979).

+¥

ò-¥

n ´ (n ´ b ) eiw (t - n·r (t )

2
c ) dt

,

(1 )

where ω is the observed angle frequency, b = r˙ (t ) c is the
dimensionless velocity, and n is the unit vector between the
electron and the observation point, which is sensibly constant
2
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According to Equation (4), one can ﬁnd that the typical
spread angle depends on frequency (see Appendix B), e.g.,

in time. Therefore, one can see that the observed spectrum is
determined by the electron trajectory over a period of time.
If there is more than one charged particle, a coherent sum of
the amplitudes should replace the single amplitude. In this case,
the energy radiated per unit solid angle per unit frequency
interval is given by
dI
w2
=
d wd W
4p 2c

+¥ N

ò-¥ åj qj n ´ (n ´ bj

⎧ ⎛
1 3
⎪ 1 ⎜ 2wc ⎟⎞ =
⎪g ⎝ w ⎠
qc (w )  ⎨
⎪ 1 ⎛ 2wc ⎞1 2
⎟
,
⎪ ⎜⎝
⎩ g 3w ⎠

2

) eiw (t - n·rj (t ) c) dt

,

,

(5 )

w  wc

where ωc is the critical frequency of the curvature radiation,
e.g.,

(2 )

where j represents the identiﬁer of each charged particle, and qj
is the corresponding charge.
We should note that dI/dωdΩ does not have “per unit time”
in its dimension. As pointed out by Rybicki & Lightman
(1979), the coexistence of dt and dω would violate the
uncertainty relation between ω and t, e.g., ΔtΔω>1.
However, if the pulse repeats on an average timescale T, the
radiation power may be written as (Rybicki & Lightman 1979)
dW
1 dI
º
.
dwd Wdt
T d wd W

⎛ 3c ⎞1 3
⎜ ⎟ , w  wc
⎝ wr ⎠

wc =

3 3⎛ c ⎞
g ⎜ ⎟.
2 ⎝r ⎠

(6 )

For ω∼ωc, the radiation is conﬁned to angles of the order
∼1/γ; for lower frequencies, the spread angle is larger. Note
that for frequencies higher than ωc, one has qc µ w-1 2 .
However, the radiation has become negligible.
On the other hand, the observed spectrum depends on the
observation direction. At θ=0, the radiated energy is
maximum. Once θθc(ω), the radiated energy will signiﬁcantly decrease. For the case with θ=0, the energy radiated
per unit frequency interval per unit solid angle could be
approximately given by (see Appendix B)

(3 )

For synchrotron radiation, naturally the pulse repeats with
the gyration period T=2π/ωB, where ωB=eB/γmec is the
gyration frequency. However, for the curvature radiation of a
single particle, the charge motion direction only sweeps the line
of sight once, so that the deﬁnition of radiation power is no
longer meaningful. If there is more than one particle sweeping
across the line of sight, T would be the mean time interval
between each pair of particles, and dI/dωdΩ corresponds to the
radiation energy of one particle.8
First, we brieﬂy summarize the curvature radiation of a
single electron during instantaneous circular motion (see
Appendix B). Consider that the instantaneous circular trajectory has a curvature radius ρ and lies in a trajectory plane, and
the angle between the line of sight and the trajectory plane is θ.
For an accelerated relativistic electron with Lorentz factor γ,
the radiation is beamed in a narrow cone of ∼1/γ in the
direction of the electron’s velocity, which can be seen as a short
pulse as the beam sweeps across the observational point. Then,
the energy radiated per unit frequency interval per unit solid
angle is given by (e.g., Jackson 1998)

dI
e2 ⎡ G (2 3) ⎤2 ⎛⎜ 3 ⎞⎟1 3 ⎛⎜ wr ⎞⎟2 3 -w
e
 ⎢
⎥
d wd W
c ⎣ p ⎦ ⎝4⎠ ⎝ c ⎠

wc.

(7 )

Thus, one has dI/dωdΩ∝ω2/3 for ω=ωc. For the case
with q ¹ 0 , as θ increases, the cutoff frequency of the spectrum
will shift to lower frequency, but the spectral index still has
2/3. In this work, in order to analyze the maximum brightness
temperature of pulsars or FRBs, we consider that the observed
direction is at θ=0.
The spectrum of the total energy emitted by the electron
can be found by integrating Equation (4) over the angle
(Westfold 1959), i.e.,
dI
=
dw

3

e2 w
g
c wc

¥

òw w

K5 3 (x ) dx.

(8 )

c

This equation can give the classical spectrum of synchrotron
radiation in astrophysical processes, i.e., dI/dω∝ω1/3 for
ω=ωc. However, one must note that it is the total radiation
spectrum in all directions rather than in the direction along the
line of sight. In most astrophysical sources that invoke
synchrotron radiation, since electrons in the magnetic ﬁelds
have random pitch angles (the angle between the magnetic ﬁeld
direction and the electron velocity direction), or the local
magnetic ﬁelds where electrons are accelerated have random
directions, the incoherent sum of the radiation energy per unit
solid angle, e.g., Equation (4), from different electrons will
make the classical ω1/3 spectrum as shown in Equation (8)
(Yang & Zhang 2018). However, for curvature radiation,
Equation (8) is not applicable for the following two reasons: (1)
the trajectories of charged sources are almost the same at large
scales and the observed spectrum is from the radiation along
the line of sight, and (2) even for more than one charged source
with different motion directions, a coherent sum of the
amplitudes, rather than a simple integration of radiation energy
over angles, should be considered.

dI
e2 ⎛ wr ⎞2
= 2 ⎜ ⎟
d wd W 3 p c ⎝ c ⎠
⎤
⎛1
⎞2 ⎡
q2
´ ⎜ 2 + q 2⎟ ⎢K22 3 (x ) +
K12 3 (x )⎥ ,
2
2
⎦
⎝g
⎠ ⎣
(1 g ) + q
(4 )

where the parameter ξ in the modiﬁed Bessel function Kν(ξ) is
deﬁned by x = (wr 3c )(1 g 2 + q 2 )3 2 , the ﬁrst term in the
square bracket corresponds to the polarized component in
the trajectory plane, and the second term corresponds to the
polarized component that is perpendicular to the line of sight
and the above polarized component (see Appendix B).
Numerically, dI/dωdΩ is dominated by the ﬁrst term.
8

Here we have assumed that the emission pulse is incoherent. If the
superposition from the electromagnetic wave from each source is coherent, T
would be the mean time interval of each coherent pulse, and dI/dωdΩ
corresponds to the radiation energy of one coherent pulse.

3
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Finally, we consider the duration of one pulse emitted by
such an instantaneous circular motion. For a given frequency
with ω=ωc, the spread in angle is qc (w )  (3c wr )1 3. Thus,
the frequency-dependent pulse duration of the curvature
radiation is given by
Tp (w ) 

1 3
v⎞
1 ⎛ 3r 2 ⎞
rqc (w ) ⎛⎜
1- ⎟
,
⎜
⎟
c ⎝
c⎠
2g 2 ⎝ c 2 w ⎠

is given by
2
dI
e2 2(2p - 6) 3 ⎡ ⎛⎜ 2 ⎞⎟ ⎛⎜ p - 1 ⎞⎟ ⎤ 2 4
G
G
Ne,0 g1

⎢
⎥
d wd W
c 3p 2 ⎣ ⎝ 3 ⎠ ⎝ 3 ⎠ ⎦
⎧⎛ w ⎞2 3
⎪⎜
w  wc1
⎟
⎪⎝ wc1 ⎠
,
´⎨
⎪⎛ w ⎞-(2p - 4) 3 -w wc2
w  wc1
e
⎟
⎪⎜⎝
⎩ wc1 ⎠

(9 )

where the factor (1 − v/c) is due to the propagation time-delay
effect. For ω∼ωc, one has Tp ~ r cg 3 ~ 1 wc .

where ωc1=ωc(γ1) and ωc2=ωc(γ2). At last, we note that the
velocity spread, i.e., Δv∼Δβc∼Δγc/γ3, would cause a
linear extent of the bunch, i.e., Δl∼Δvt∼ct/γ2, where
Δγ∼γ is assumed. For the electromagnetic wave with
λΔl, the effect of the linear extent is negligible.

3. Coherent Emission from a Point-source Charge Bunch
In this section, we calculate the radiation from a point-source
charge bunch moving instantaneously at a constant speed on an
approximately circular path. In order to satisfy the point-source
approximation, one needs (1) the system scale to be much smaller
than the typical curvature radius of the trajectory, and (2) all
electrons to have nearly the same state of initial motion.9 We
consider two cases of point-source radiation: (1) power-lawdistributed electrons and (2) particles with different charges.

3.2. Radiation from Particles with Different Charges
Next, we discuss the radiation from a point source with
particles of different charges. According to Equation (2), if all
of the charged particles have the same trajectory, the charge
term can be extracted from the integral, so that the radiation
spectrum only depends on the net charge in the point source,
i.e.,

3.1. Radiation from Electrons with a Power-law Distribution
First, we consider that the energy distribution of electrons
satisﬁes a power-law distribution, i.e.,
⎛ g ⎞-p
Ne (g ) dg = Ne,0 ⎜ ⎟ dg , g1 < g < g2,
⎝ g1 ⎠

2
+¥
dI
w 2 ⎛⎜ N ⎞⎟
n
= 2 ⎜å qj ⎟ ò
-¥
d wd W 4 p c ⎝ j ⎠

´ (n ´ b ) eiw (t - n·r (t )

(10)

+ ^

g2

òg

g2

òg

Ne (g ) A(w , g ) dg

1

2

Ne (g ) A^ (w , g ) dg

,

(11)

In the above section, the size of the emission region is
considered to be much smaller than the curvature radius of the
trajectory, which can be treated as a point source. Next, we
further consider the curvature radiation from an extended
source, including three cases: (1) the electrons move in the
same trajectory but with different delay times, (2) the electrons
are in a trajectory family with the same curvature radius but
different orientations, and (3) the electrons are in the
trajectories with different curvature radii.

where AP and A⊥ denote the polarized component of the
amplitude along   and ^, respectively; see Appendix B. We
consider that the observed direction is at θ=0; according to
Appendix C, one has A⊥(ω, γ)=0, and
A(w , g ) =

2wc.

(14)

4. Coherent Emission from Charges
in a Spatially Extended Source

1

⎛ wr ⎞
2i r
K2 3 ⎜
⎟
2
⎝ 3cg 3 ⎠
3 cg
-2 3
24 3i
r ⎛w⎞
e-w
G (2 3 ) 2 ⎜ ⎟

cg ⎝ wc ⎠
3

c ) dt ∣2 .

Therefore, only the net charge in the point source can
contribute to curvature radiation.
For example, in the pulsar wind, the total lepton number
density is μ±nGJ, where nGJ denotes the Goldreich–Julian
density (Goldreich & Julian 1969), and μ± is the multiplicity
resulting from the electron–positron pair cascade. However, the
electron–positron pairs in a bunch do not contribute to the net
charge, and hence, would not contribute to coherent emission.
Only the net charge, of the order of nGJ, in the bunch may
contribute to coherent radiation.

where Ne(γ)dγ is the electron number in the range γ to γ+dγ,
Ne,0 is the corresponding normalization, and γ1 and γ2 are the
lower and upper limits of the electron Lorentz factor. In this
case, a coherent sum of the amplitudes should replace the
single amplitude, and one has
dI
e2w 2
= 2 - 
d wd W 4 p c

(13)

(12)

4.1. Electrons in the Same Trajectory
We consider that the trajectories of N electrons are the same
but the electrons are injected at different times. The retarded
position of the jth electron can be written as rj (t ) =
r (t ) + Drj (t ), where r (t ) denotes the retarded position of the
ﬁrst electron, and Drj (t ) denotes the relative displacement
between the ﬁrst electron and the jth electron. For a relativistic

For a power-law electron distribution, i.e., Equation (10), the
energy radiated per unit frequency interval per unit solid angle
9

For relativistic electrons with different energies, although the energy
difference could be large, the velocity difference is small since the velocities
are all close to the speed of light.
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most observed energies are radiated when the angle between
the line of sight and the bunch velocity is at minimum.10 We
deﬁne such a minimum angle as j, as shown in Figure 1. If the
line of sight is parallel to the trajectory plane, one has j=0.
Thus, the amplitude of the radiation from the jth electron is
given by
A (w , xj ) = A (w , 0) e-ikxj cos j ,

(18)

where k≡ω/c, A is the radiation amplitude (see Appendix A),
and A (w, 0) corresponds to the radiation amplitude of the ﬁrst
electron. Using Equation (17), one has
Fw (N ) =

Figure 1. Curvature radiation from a bunch. The dark strip denotes the bunch
with length L and N electrons, and the curve denotes the bunch trajectory.

´

+¥

ò-¥

n ´ (n ´ b ) eiw (t - n·r (t )

= N2

å e-iw (n·Drj

c)

,

1 - e-ikL cos j
ikL cos j

wl =

2
c ) dt

(15)

which is
(16)

wm ~

where
Fw (N ) =

2

N

å e-iw (n·Drj

c)

,

N
L

ò0

2

L

e-ikx cos j dx

2

⎡ sin (w wl ) ⎤2
= N2⎢
⎥ ,
⎣ (w w l ) ⎦
(19)

2c
,
L cos j

(20)

and the second equal sign is based on the assumption that
electrons are uniformly distributed in a bunch. As shown in
Equation (19), for ω=ωl, Fm (N ) ~ N 2 ; for ω?ωl, the local
maximum value of Fm(N) is proportional to ω−2. If the line of
sight is parallel to the trajectory plane, i.e., j∼0, the observed
energy will reach the maximum value, and one has ωl;2c/L.
On the other hand, in order to make the radiation from the
electrons at x=0 and x=L coherent, the condition L/ρ=θc
needs to be satisﬁed, where qc ~ (3c wr )1 3 (see Equation (5)
in the ω=ωc regime) is the emission angle of the relativistic
electron. Therefore, the upper limit of the coherent frequency is
given by

j

dI(N )
dI(1)
=
Fw (N ) ,
d wd W
d wd W

=

where

2

N

2

å e-ikxj cos j
j

bunch, its radiation is beamed in a narrow cone that sweeps
across the line of sight. Therefore, if the bunch length satisﬁes
L∼ΔrNρθc, where θc is the spread angle of curvature
radiation (see Equation (5)), then in the observed path (with a
length ∼ρθc, where the bunch velocity is almost parallel to the
line of sight), the relative displacement between each electron
could be considered time-independent (a detailed discussion is
given in Appendix D). In this case, according to Equation (2),
the total energy radiated per unit solid angle per unit frequency
interval can be approximately given by
dI(N )
e2w 2
 2
d wd W 4 p c

N

⎛ r ⎞2
⎜
⎟ w.
⎝L⎠ l

(21)

Any electromagnetic wave with ω?ωm would not be
coherent. In summary, one has

(17)

j

⎧ N 2,
w  wl
⎪
2
Fw (N )  ⎨ 2 ⎛ w ⎞
.
⎪ N ⎜ ⎟ , wl  w  wm
⎩ ⎝ wl ⎠

is a dimensionless parameter denoting the enhancement factor
due to coherence, and dI(1)/dωdΩ corresponds to the radiation
of the ﬁrst electron. Therefore, once Fω(N) is obtained, the
radiation spectrum of N electrons can be calculated via
Equations (16) and (17). For example, if all of the electrons
are at one point, i.e., Drj  0, one has Fw (N ) = N 2 , which
means that the spectrum has the same shape with a single
charge, but is enhanced by a factor of N2.

(22)

The Fω–ω relation is shown in Figure 2. If ω=ωl, the
wavelength of the electromagnetic waves will be much larger
than the bunch length, which means that the radiation from
each electron has almost the same phase. In this case, one has
signiﬁcant coherence. On the other hand, if ωωl, the factor
of sin2 (w wl ) (w wl )2 will play a role in reducing coherence,
which causes (1) the maximum value of Fω(N) proportional to
ω−2 and (2) the spectral oscillation. At the frequency around
∼ωl, the spectrum oscillation is signiﬁcant. For higher
frequencies, i.e., ω?10ωl, since oscillation becomes rapid,

4.1.1. One Bunch in the Trajectory

We assume that N electrons are spatially uniformly
distributed in a bunch along the trajectory. In the laboratory
frame, the intrinsic length of a bunch is L, the curvature radius
of the trajectory is ρ, and the position of the jth electron is xj
(0<xj<L), as shown in Figure 1.
According to the radiation theory outlined in Section 2, the
observed radiation spectrum is taken over the path. Meanwhile,

10

In general, the minimum angle between the line of sight and the bunch
velocity cannot be zero when the line of sight is not parallel to the trajectory
plane. For a circular trajectory, the minimum angle is equal to the angle
between the line of sight and the trajectory plane.
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the time intervals of each bunch satisfy a random distribution, the
oscillation in the total spectrum would be smoothed.
4.1.3. Steady Current Flowing in the Entire Trajectory

Assume that the electrons are distributed over the entire
trajectory, and the charge density and the current density are
independent of time. According to Maxwell’s equation, the
electromagnetic ﬁeld generated by a steady source is steady,
which cannot contribute to radiation, i.e.,
dIcurrent
d wd W

the observed spectrum would appear as a power law. Finally,
once ω?ωm is satisﬁed, the radiation will become incoherent.
4.1.2. More than One Bunch in the Trajectory

Next, we consider that there are NB bunches in the trajectory.
For each bunch, the length and the electron number are
assumed to be L and N, respectively. We deﬁne xj to be the
distance between the jth electron and the ﬁrst electron in each
bunch, and sn to be the distance between the ﬁrst electron in the
nth bunch and the ﬁrst electron in the ﬁrst bunch. If the total
length of NB bunches, including the spaces between each
bunch, is much less than the curvature radius ρ of the
trajectory, then the angle between each bunch velocity and
the line of sight is almost the same, i.e., jn∼j. Similar to the
discussion in the above section, one has
Fw (N , NB) =
=

4.2. Electrons in a Trajectory Family
If the charges are not in the same trajectory, a detailed
calculation of the coherent emission will be complex. We
consider the following “simpliﬁed trajectory-family assumptions”11: (1) electrons are in the different trajectories with the
same curvature radius, and (2) at the retarded time t=0, all the
electrons are in the plane perpendicular to the line of sight.
Under the above conditions, we consider the appropriate
coordinate system in Figure 3, where all electrons are in the
x−y plane at the retarded time t=0, and the direction of
the line of sight is along the z-axis.
As shown in Figure 3, any trajectory under the above condition,
i.e., trajectory B, can be generated via “rotation” (around the x-, y-,
or z-axis) or “displacement” (in the x−y plane) by a “seed”
trajectory, i.e., trajectory A in Figure 3, which is in the y−z plane
with the corresponding electron at the origin at t=0. Therefore,
using the seed trajectory and the transformations, we can generate
a family of trajectories. We consider the following basic trajectory
families: (1) generated via rotation around the z-axis by the seed
trajectory, (2) generated via rotation around the y-axis by the
seed trajectory, (3) generated via rotation around the x-axis by the
seed trajectory, and (4) one of the above three cases adding a
displacement.
First, we note that a displacement of a trajectory does not
change its radiation spectrum. For a displacement, e.g.,

2

åå e-ik (x + s ) cos j
j

n

n

j

NB

å

2

e-iksn cos j

N

å

n

2

e-ikxj cos j

j

⎤2

⎡ sin (w wl ) ⎡ sin (w wbl ) ⎤2
= N 2NB2 ⎢
⎥ ⎢
⎥ ,
⎣ (w wl ) ⎦ ⎣ (w wbl ) ⎦

(23)

where wbl = 2c s NB cos j . Deﬁne Ls to be the mean space
between each bunch, then s NB = (NB - 1)(L + Ls ). We also
deﬁne the maximum interbunch coherent frequency, e.g.,
⎛ r ⎞2
wbm ~ ⎜ ⎟ wbl.
⎝ s NB ⎠

(25)

In general, a current can be considered to consist of a steady
component and some perturbations. Only the ﬂuctuating part
can contribute to coherent radiation. For a rotating neutron star,
there should be a background quasi-Goldreich–Julian outﬂow
in the magnetosphere (Goldreich & Julian 1969). In order to
generate radiation, there must be a perturbation in the outﬂow
so that the local charge density deviates from this Goldreich–
Julian charge density. On the other hand, according to
Section 3.2, only the net charge contributes to coherent
radiation. Therefore, purely introducing an electron–positron
pair plasma streaming in the pulsar magnetosphere may not
generate coherent emission. It is the perturbation of charge
density by the production of pairs that causes a deviation
charge density from the quasi-GJ density background, and such
a deviation is the source of coherent radio emission. We will
brieﬂy discuss the bunching mechanism in Section 6.2.

Figure 2. Fω–ω relation; see Equation (19).

NB N

= 0.
steady

(24)

If ω=ωbm, the superposition of the electromagnetic waves
from each bunch will be coherent, and the radiation energy is
corrected by the factor of Equation (23). However, if ω>ωbm,
Equation (23) is not applicable. In this case, the superposition
of the electromagnetic waves from different bunches will not
be coherent, and one may have Fω(N, NB)∼NBFω(N), where
Fω(N) corresponds to one bunch.
As shown in Figure 2, for one bunch, the spectrum appears to
have a signiﬁcant oscillation at ωl, which can show the discrete
band structure in the spectrum. Such a property might explain the
narrow spectrum of the nanosecond giant pulse of the Crab pulsar
(Hankins & Eilek 2007). However, for more than one bunch, if

11
For the cases not satisfying these simpliﬁed trajectory-family assumptions,
the coherence would be weakened. For example, if the electron trajectories
have different curvature radii, the “beat” effect will make the amplitude of the
coherent wave evolve with time, and the enhanced coherence will only happen
in a relatively short period; see Section 4.3. On the other hand, if electrons are
not in the same plane when the radiation power is maximum, the coherence will
be also weakened due to the extension along the line of sight; see Section 4.1.1.
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Figure 4. A trajectory family generated via rotation around the z-axis by the
seed trajectory.
Figure 3. A trajectory (B) generated via displacement ( A  B¢ ) and rotation
(B¢  B ) by the “seed” trajectory (A).

r (t )  r (t ) + Dr with n · Dr = 0 , one has
b  b,
n · r (t )  n · (r (t ) + Dr ) = n · r (t ).

(26)

According to Equation (1), dI/dωdΩ remains unchanged under
the displacement. Therefore, one can shift one trajectory in the
plane perpendicular to the line of sight and not change its
observed spectrum.12
For example, if the Nt trajectories keep parallel to each other
and satisfy the above simpliﬁed trajectory-family assumption,
according to the displacement invariance, the corresponding
energy radiated per unit solid angle per unit frequency interval is
dI(Nt )
dI(1)
= Nt2
.
d wd W
d wd W

Figure 5. A trajectory family generated via rotation around the y-axis by the
seed trajectory.

1 - b 2 ), where b 1 - b 2 corresponds to the z-component.
Therefore, one has n ´ (n ´ bj ) = -bb (cos jj , sin jj , 0). The
sum of n ´ (n ´ bj ) in Equation (2) is given by

(27)

j

⎞

å n ´ (n ´ bj) = ⎜⎝ 2jt ò-j cos j¢dj¢⎟⎠ ( -bb) xˆ
j=1

=

sin j
Nt ( - b^) ,
j

(29)

where b^ = -n ´ (n ´ b ) is the perpendicular component of
b of the electron in the median trajectory. Finally, we have

4.2.1. Family I: Generated via Rotation around the z-axis

If the trajectory family is generated via rotation around the
z-axis, as shown in Figure 4, one has n · Drj = 0 and n · rj (t ) =
n · r (t ), where r (t ) denotes the seed trajectory, leading to the
same exponential term in Equation (2) for each electron. Deﬁne
b^, j as the component of bj in the plane that is perpendicular to
the line of sight, one has
n ´ (n ´ b j ) = - b^, j.

⎛N

Nt

Since the displacement does not change the radiation, in the
following we only need to consider the three rotation cases, i.e.,
the trajectory family is generated via (1) rotation around the
z-axis, (2) rotation around the y-axis, and (3) rotation around
the x-axis.

2
dI(Nt )
dI(1) ⎛ sin j ⎞ 2
=
⎟ Nt .
⎜
d wd W
d wd W ⎝ j ⎠

(30)

Note that if the trajectory family is axisymmetric, i.e., j=π (j is
the half-opening angle), the radiation energy would be zero.

(28)

4.2.2. Family II: Generated via Rotation around the y-axis

For simplicity, we assume that the trajectory family is generated
by rotating the seed trajectory (the median trajectory) by ±j, and
there are Nt trajectories uniformly spaced in the opening angle 2j.
r (t ) corresponds to the median trajectory, and jj corresponds to
the angle between the jth trajectory and the median trajectory, as
shown in Figure 4. Since the velocities of the electrons have the
same z-component, one can deﬁne bj = b (b cos jj , b sin jj ,

If the trajectory family is generated via rotation around the
y-axis, as shown in Figure 5, the radiation amplitude of one
trajectory in the trajectory family can be calculated following
Appendix B, with the observation angle θ replaced by θ+jj,
where jj corresponds to the angle between the jth trajectory and
the median trajectory. We assume that the bunch opening angle of
the Nt trajectories is 2j, and each trajectory is uniformly spaced
within the bunch opening angle. The detailed calculation can be
found in Appendix E.
First, we consider that there is only one electron in each
trajectory, and all electrons have the same Lorentz factor γ. We

12

Note that the displacement invariance is based on the assumption that the
scale of the accelerating region is much less than the distance between the
source and the observer.
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Figure 6. Coherent curvature radiation from a bunch opening angle. The dark
gray beam denotes low-frequency radiation, and the light gray beam denotes
high-frequency radiation. If ω>ωj, only the part of the radiation with ω in the
bunch opening angle will be coherent. If ω<ωj, the radiation from the entire
bunch opening angle will be coherent.
Figure 7. A trajectory family generated via rotation around the x-axis by the
seed trajectory.

deﬁne the critical frequency ωj by θc(ωj);j, where θc is the
spread angle of curvature radiation (see Equation (5)). Thus,
one has
wj =

3c
.
rj 3

For ωj?ωc1, the energy radiated per unit frequency interval
per unit solid angle is given by

(31)

dI
e2 2(2p - 6) 3 ⎡ ⎛⎜ 2 ⎞⎟ ⎛⎜ p =
G
⎢G
d wd W
c 3p 2 ⎣ ⎝ 3 ⎠ ⎝ 3
⎧⎛ w ⎞2 3
⎪⎜
⎟ ,
⎪⎝ wc1 ⎠
⎪
⎪⎛ w ⎞-(2p - 4) 3
,
⎟
´ ⎨⎜
⎪⎝ wc1 ⎠
⎪⎛
-(2p - 2) 3
-(2p - 4) 3 ⎛
w⎞
⎪⎜ wj ⎞⎟
⎜ ⎟
,
⎪
⎝ wj ⎠
⎩⎝ wc1 ⎠

If ω?ωj, only part of the radiation within the bunch opening
angle will be coherent. However, if ω=ωj, the radiation from
the entire bunch opening angle will be coherent, as shown in
Figure 6.
For ωj<ωc, the energy radiated per unit frequency interval
per unit solid angle is given by (see Appendix E)
3 ⎡ G (2 3 )
dI
2 2
=
⎢
⎥ Nt g
4
d wd W
c 2 3⎣ p ⎦
⎧⎛ w ⎞2 3
⎪⎜ ⎟ ,
w  wj
⎪⎝ wc ⎠
⎨
´
.
⎪⎛ wj ⎞2 3 -w wc
, w  wj
⎪⎜⎝ ⎟⎠ e
⎩ wc
e2

⎤2

2

w  wc1
wc1  w  wj .

(34)

w  wj

(32)
4.2.3. Family III: Generated via Rotation around the x-axis

Finally, we consider the trajectory family generated via
rotation around the x-axis. We also assume that the bunch
opening angle of the Nt trajectories is 2j, and each trajectory is
uniformly spaced in the bunch opening angle, as shown in
Figure 7. In this case, the radiation spectrum will be the same
as Family II (see Appendix F). For the monoenergetic electron
distribution, the radiation energy is given by Equations (32)
and (7). For the power-law electron distribution, the radiation
energy is given by Equations (33) and (34). The detailed
calculation is shown in Appendix F.
In summary, for Family II and Family III, the larger the
bunch opening angle, the softer the coherent spectrum. The
reasons are as follows: the spread angle of the curvature
radiation is qc = (3c wr )1 3 for ω=ωc. For a given bunch
opening angle 2j, if ω>ωj, where ωj is deﬁned as
θc(ωj)=j, only part of the radiation in the bunch opening
angle is coherent, as shown in Figure 6. As a result, the ﬂux of
a high-frequency electromagnetic wave is suppressed due to
incoherence. If ω<ωj, due to θc(ω)>j, the radiation from
the entire bunch opening angle is coherent. Therefore, for a
monoenergetic electron distribution, one has dI/dωdΩ∝ω2/3
if ω<ωj, and dI/dωdΩ∝ω0 if ω>ωj, as shown in
Equation (32).

For ωj>ωc, all of the radiation energy in the bunch opening
angle can be observed, and the radiation energy would be given
by Equation (7).
Next, we further consider that there is more than one
electron in a point source in each trajectory, and the electron
distribution satisﬁes the power-law distribution, i.e.,
Ne (g ) dg = Ne,0 (g g1)-pdg for γ1<γ<γ2, where Ne,0
corresponds to the normalization for all trajectories.
According to Appendix E, for ωj=ωc1, the energy radiated
per unit frequency interval per unit solid angle is given by
2
dI
e2 2(2p - 6) 3 ⎡ ⎛⎜ 2 ⎟⎞ ⎜⎛ p - 1 ⎟⎞ ⎤ 2 4
=
G
G
Ne,0 g1
⎢
⎥
d wd W
c 3p 2 ⎣ ⎝ 3 ⎠ ⎝ 3 ⎠ ⎦
⎧⎛ w ⎞2 3
⎪⎜
w  wj
⎟ ,
⎪⎝ wc1 ⎠
⎪
⎪⎛ wj ⎞2 3
´ ⎨⎜
wj  w  wc1.
⎟ ,
⎪⎝ wc1 ⎠
⎪⎛
2 3
-(2p - 2) 3
⎪⎜ wj ⎞⎟ ⎛⎜ w ⎞⎟
, w  wc1
⎪
⎩⎝ wc1 ⎠ ⎝ wc1 ⎠

1 ⎞⎟ ⎤ 2 4
N g
⎠ ⎥⎦ e,0 1

(33)
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Figure 9. Left panel: a three-dimensional bunch characterized by bunch length,
curvature radius, and bunch opening angles of the trajectory family. Right
panel: displacement transformation (perpendicular to the line of sight) from the
left panel.
Figure 8. Wave beat: the dashed and dotted lines denote the wave with
frequencies ωc1 and ωc2, respectively, and the solid line denotes the
superposition of two waves.

of the trajectories with different curvature radii is

4.3. Electrons in Trajectories with Different Curvature Radii

Dr 

In the above discussions, we have assumed that all of the
trajectories have the same curvature radius. If the trajectories
have different curvature radii, the spectrum of coherent
radiation will be more complex. We discuss the simplest case:
two electrons at the origin at the retarded time t=0, and their
trajectories lying in the same plane and having the same
orientation. Assuming that the two electrons have the same
energy γ and the curvature radii of each trajectory are ρ1 and
ρ2, respectively, the corresponding critical frequencies are
wc1 = 3cg 3 2r1 and wc2 = 3cg 3 2r 2 , respectively. The electromagnetic waves at the critical frequencies are E1 = E01 eiwc1 t
and E2 = E02 eiwc2 t , respectively. We deﬁne Δρ=ρ2−ρ1,
ρ=(ρ1+ρ2)/2, Δωc=ωc2−ωc1, ωc=(ωc1+ωc2)/2, and
E0 = (E01 + E02 ) 2. For Δρρ, the superposition of both
waves is given by
E = E1 + E2 = E01eiwc1t + E02 eiwc2 t
 E0 (1 + eiDwc t ) eiwc t .

In this section, we consider the curvature radiation from a
three-dimensional bunch characterized by the following
parameters: the electron energy distribution Ne(γ)dγ, the
curvature radius of the trajectory family ρ (in order to make
the wave coherent, the difference between the curvature radii
of the trajectories is required to be very small; see Section 4.3),
the bunch length L, and a pair of orthogonal bunch opening
angles (j×, j+) with their centers pointing to the observer, as
shown in Figure 9.
According to the displacement invariance, i.e., Equation (26),
we can gather the trajectories in the plane perpendicular to the
line of sight; see Figure 9. In the simplest case, if we assume
that the electrons are uniformly distributed in L and (j×, j+),
then such a three-dimensional bunch can be treated as a
combination of a one-dimensional bunch (see Section 4.1) and
two of the three rotation cases (see Section 4.2).
For curvature radiation, due to the strong magnetic ﬁelds in
the magnetosphere near a neutron star, the bunch will move
along with the ﬁeld line. Thus, the trajectories overlap with
the ﬁeld lines. We consider two typical magnetic ﬁeld
conﬁgurations for a three-dimensional bunch, as shown in
Figure 10. In the case of the top-right panel in Figure 10, the
emission region is close to the magnetic axis of the dipole
ﬁeld, and the ﬁeld conﬁguration in the bunch consists of
Family I and Family III, as discussed in Section 4.2.13 In the
case of the bottom-right panel in Figure 10, the emission
region is near the region where the ﬁeld is perpendicular to the
magnetic axis. The ﬁeld conﬁguration in the bunch consists of
Family II and Family III. In the above two cases, j× and j+
correspond to the bunch opening angle of the corresponding
cases, respectively.

(35)

(36)

with the period of
Tb =

2p
4pr 2

.
Dwc
3cg 3Dr

(38)

5. Curvature Radiation from a Three-dimensional Bunch

Thus, the amplitude of the superposition is
Eb º E0 (1 + eiDwc t ) ,

1 3
4p ⎛ w ⎞
r⎜
⎟ .
3 ⎝ 2wc ⎠

(37)

Such an effect is called “wave beat.” As shown in Figure 8,
for the ﬁrst-half period with −Tb/4<t<Tb/4, the amplitude
of the coherent wave satisﬁes E0 < Eb < 2E0 . For the secondhalf period with Tb/4<t<Tb/2 and −Tb/2<t<−Tb/4,
the amplitude of the coherent wave satisﬁes 0 < Eb < E0 .
During the entire beat period Tb, the mean amplitude of the
coherent wave is E0 . In order to make the superposition
coherently enhanced, the pulse duration Tp (See Equation (9))
of the curvature radiation should be much less than the half
period Tb/2, i.e., Tp=Tb/2. Therefore, the coherent condition

13

Strictly speaking, the ﬁeld conﬁguration consists of Family I and Family III
only when the emission region is at the center of the dipole ﬁeld. However, for
an emission region close to the magnetic axis, the approximation is reasonable.
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(b) If ωj=ωl=ωc1, the spectrum is shown in panel (b) of
Figure 11, and one has
⎛ sin j ⎞2
dI
e2
1
= K ( p ) Ne2,0 g14 ⎜
⎟
d wd W
c
⎝ j1 ⎠
⎧⎛ w ⎞2
⎪⎜
⎟
⎪⎝ wc1 ⎠
⎪
2
⎪⎛⎜ wj ⎞⎟
⎪⎝ wc1 ⎠
⎪
´ ⎨⎛ wj ⎞2
⎪⎜
⎟
⎪⎝ wc1 ⎠
⎪
2
⎪⎛⎜ wj ⎞⎟
⎪⎝ wc1 ⎠
⎪
⎩

Figure 10. Two typical magnetic ﬁeld conﬁgurations of a three-dimensional
bunch in the magnetosphere. Top-right panel: the ﬁeld conﬁguration in the
bunch consists of Family I and Family III. Bottom-right panel: the ﬁeld
conﬁguration in the bunch consists of Family II and Family III.

3⎡

⎛ 2 ⎞ ⎛ p - 1 ⎞ ⎤2
⎟⎥ .
⎢G ⎝⎜ ⎟⎠ G ⎜⎝
⎣ 3
3 ⎠⎦

⎧⎛ w ⎞2
⎪⎜
⎟
⎪⎝ wc1 ⎠
⎪
2
⎪⎛⎜ wj ⎞⎟
⎪⎝ wc1 ⎠
´⎨
⎪⎛ wj ⎞2
⎟
⎪⎜⎝
⎪ wc1 ⎠
⎪⎛ wj ⎞2
⎪⎜
⎟
⎩⎝ wc1 ⎠

(39)

w
⎜ ⎟
⎝ wl ⎠

,

-2

w⎞
⎜ ⎟ ,
⎝ wl ⎠

wl  w  wc1

-2
-(2p + 4) 3
wc1 ⎞ ⎛ w ⎞
,
⎜
⎟ ⎜
⎟
⎝ wl ⎠ ⎝ wc1 ⎠

3⎛

w  wc1

3

,

w  wj

,

wj  w  wc1

-(2p - 2) 3
w ⎞
,
⎜
⎟
⎝ wc1 ⎠

wc1  w  wl

3

3⎛

-(2p - 2) 3 ⎛
-(2p + 4) 3
wl ⎞
w⎞
, w  wl
⎜
⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎝ wc1 ⎠
⎝ wl ⎠

3⎛

⎛ sin j ⎞2
dI
e2
1
= K ( p ) Ne2,0 g14 ⎜
⎟
dwd W
c
⎝ j1 ⎠

w  wl
⎞-4 3

3⎛

B. For ωj?ωc1:
(a) If ωl=ωc1=ωj, the spectrum is shown in panel (a) of
Figure 12, and one has

3

3⎛

wj  w  wl

(42)

⎛ sin j ⎞2
dI
e2
1
= K ( p ) Ne2,0 g14 ⎜
⎟
d wd W
c
⎝ j1 ⎠
,

,

3

⎛ sin j ⎞2
dI
e2
1
= K ( p ) Ne2,0 g14 ⎜
⎟
d wd W
c
⎝ j1 ⎠

Without loss of generality, we consider that the upper limit of
the frequency, i.e., min(ωm, ωc2), is much larger than other
typical frequencies. According to Sections 4.1.1–4.2.3, using
Equations (16), (22), (30), (33), and (34), the energy radiated
per unit frequency interval per unit solid angle could be given
by the following formulas.
A. For ωj=ωc1:
(a) If ωl=ωj=ωc1, the spectrum is shown in panel (a) of
Figure 11, and one has

⎧⎛ w ⎞2
⎪⎜
⎟
⎪⎝ wc1 ⎠
⎪
2
⎪⎛⎜ wl ⎞⎟
⎪⎝ wc1 ⎠
⎪
´ ⎨⎛ wl ⎞2
⎪⎜
⎟
⎪⎝ wc1 ⎠
⎪
2
⎪⎛ wl ⎞
⎜
⎟
⎪⎝ w ⎠
⎪ c1
⎩

w  wj

(c) If ωj=ωc1=ωl, the spectrum is shown in panel (c) of
Figure 11, and one has

At ﬁrst, we consider the case that the emission region is close
to the magnetic axis, as shown in the top-right panel of
Figure 10. In this case, the pair of orthogonal bunch opening
angles (j×, j+) is (2j1, 2j), where j1 and j are the bunch
half-opening angles of the Family I and Family III ﬁeld lines,
respectively. We also deﬁne
2(2p - 6)
3p 2

,

(41)

5.1. Family A: Combination of Family I and Family III

K ( p) º

3
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⎪⎜ w ⎟ ,
⎪⎝ wc1 ⎠
⎪
-4 3
2 3
⎪⎛⎜ wl ⎞⎟ ⎛⎜ w ⎞⎟
,
⎪
⎪⎝ wc1 ⎠ ⎝ wl ⎠
´⎨
-(2p + 2)
2
⎪⎛ wl ⎞ ⎛ w ⎞
⎜
⎟
⎜
⎟
⎪⎝ w ⎠ ⎝ w ⎠
c1
⎪ c1
⎪⎛ w ⎞2 ⎛ wj ⎞-(2p + 2)
⎪⎜ l ⎟ ⎜
⎟
⎪⎝ wc1 ⎠ ⎝ wc1 ⎠
⎩

wl  w  wj

-2
wj ⎞-4 3 ⎛ w ⎞
⎜ ⎟ , wj  w  wc1
⎜ ⎟
⎝ wl ⎠
⎝ wj ⎠

3⎛

-2
wj ⎞-4 3 ⎛ wc1 ⎞ ⎛ w ⎞-(2p + 4) 3
⎟ ⎜
⎜
,
⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎝ wl ⎠
⎝ wj ⎠ ⎝ wc1 ⎠
w  wc1

3⎛

(40)

w  wl
wl  w  wc1
3

,

wc1  w  wj

-(2p + 4) 3
w ⎞
⎜ ⎟
, w  wj
⎝ wj ⎠

3⎛

(43)
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(b) If ωc1=ωl=ωj, the spectrum is shown in panel (b) of
Figure 12, and one has
⎛ sin j ⎞2
dI
e2
1
= K ( p ) Ne2,0 g14 ⎜
⎟
dwd W
c
⎝ j1 ⎠
⎧⎛
⎞2 3
⎪⎜ w ⎟ ,
⎪ ⎝ wc1 ⎠
⎪
-(2p - 4)
⎪ ⎛⎜ w ⎞⎟
⎪
⎪ ⎝ wc1 ⎠
´⎨
-(2p - 4)
⎪ ⎛ wl ⎞
⎪ ⎜⎝ w ⎟⎠
⎪ c1
⎪ ⎛ w ⎞-(2p - 4)
⎪⎜ l ⎟
⎪ ⎝ wc1 ⎠
⎩

w  wc1
3

3

3

,

wc1  w  wl

⎛ w ⎞-(2p + 2) 3
,
⎜ ⎟
⎝ wl ⎠

wl  w  wj

-(2p + 4) 3
⎛ wj ⎞-(2p + 2) 3 ⎛ w ⎞
⎜ ⎟
, w  wj
⎜ ⎟
⎝ wl ⎠
⎝ wj ⎠

(44)

(c) If ωc1=ωj=ωl, the spectrum is shown in panel (c) of
Figure 12, and one has
⎛ sin j ⎞2
dI
e2
1
= K ( p ) Ne2,0 g14 ⎜
⎟
d wd W
c
⎝ j1 ⎠
⎧⎛ w ⎞2 3
⎪⎜
⎟ ,
⎪⎝ wc1 ⎠
⎪
-(2p - 4)
⎪⎛⎜ w ⎞⎟
⎪⎝ wc1 ⎠
⎪
´ ⎨⎛ wj ⎞-(2p - 4)
⎪⎜
⎟
⎪⎝ wc1 ⎠
⎪
-(2p - 4)
⎪⎛ wj ⎞
⎜
⎟
⎪⎝ w ⎠
⎪ c1
⎩

w  wc1
3

,

wc1  w  wj

-(2p - 2) 3
w⎞
⎜ ⎟
w,j  w  wl
⎝ wj ⎠

3⎛

-(2p - 2) 3
⎛ w ⎞-(2p + 4) 3
w ⎞
⎜ l⎟
,
⎜ ⎟
⎝ wl ⎠
⎝ wj ⎠
w  wl

3⎛

(45)

5.2. Family B: Combination of Family II and Family III
Next, we consider the emission region to be near the region
where the ﬁeld is perpendicular to the magnetic axis, as shown
in the bottom-right panel of Figure 10. In this case, the pair of
orthogonal bunch opening angles (j×, j+) is (2j2, 2j3), where
j2 and j3 are the bunch half-opening angles of Family II and
Family III, respectively. Noticing that the spectral properties of
the Family II and Family III ﬁeld lines are the same, we
deﬁne14
j = max (j2 , j3).

(46)

Figure 11. Spectra of the coherent curvature radiation from a threedimensional bunch: (a) the spectrum with ωl=ωj=ωc1; (b) the spectrum
with ωj=ωl=ωc1; (c) the spectrum with ωj=ωc1=ωl.

According to Sections 4.1.1–4.2.3, using Equations (16), (22),
(33), and (34), the energy radiated per unit frequency interval
per unit solid angle has the same form as Family A but without
the factor (sin j1 j1)2 , i.e.,
dI
d wd W

Family B

⎛ sin j ⎞-2 dI
1
=⎜
⎟
j
⎝ 1 ⎠ d wd W

where the subscript “Family A” corresponds to the results in
Section 5.1.

(47)

6. Application to Pulsars

Family A

6.1. General Considerations
In general, the observed duration of one subpulse from
a pulsar (also the duration of an FRB), i.e., Tobs∼1 ms, is

14

Note that the quantity j here is different from that of Family A in
Section 5.1 (for Family A, j is deﬁned as the half-opening angle of Family III).
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maximum coherent frequency ωbl of individual bunches. For
the GHz radio waves, one has ω>ωbm, which means that the
superposition of the electromagnetic waves from each bunch is
not coherent. Therefore, according to Equation (3), the
observed ﬂux, the energy received per unit time per unit
frequency per unit area, is given by
Fn =

2p dI
,
TD 2 dwd W

(48)

where the factor of 2π is from the relation Fν=2πFω, D is
the distance between source and observer, and T is the mean
time interval between adjacent bunches. We assume that the
distance scale of the gap between adjacent bunches is of the
order of the bunch scale itself, which gives T∼L/c.
6.2. Bunching Mechanism
Before performing a more quantitative calculation of the
curvature radiation spectra, we brieﬂy summarize the possible
mechanisms to form bunches in the magnetosphere of a pulsar
(and an FRB if it originates from the magnetosphere of a
rotating neutron star).
The outﬂow from the pulsar polar cap region is likely
unsteady. Due to the interplay between the near-surface parallel
electric ﬁeld and binding of particles from the surface,
the pulsar inner gap likely produces non-stationary sparks
(Ruderman & Sutherland 1975; Zhang & Qiao 1996; Gil &
Sendyk 2000; Gil et al. 2006). These sparks of electron–
positron pairs have spatial and temporal structures. The twostream instability would be triggered in the inhomogeneous
pulsar plasma when the outﬂowing plasma clouds disperse and
overlap with each other (Usov 1987; Ursov & Usov 1988), and
electrostatic Langmuir waves are further triggered in the
magnetosphere. The nonlinear evolution of the unstable
electrostatic oscillations results in the formation of plasma
solitons (Pataraia & Melikidze 1980). Due to the relative
streaming of electrons and positrons and the corresponding
difference in relativistic masses, the net charge of plasma
solitons will result from the ponderomotive Miller force that
acts on them at different rates, giving rise to coherent curvature
radiation (Melikidze et al. 2000). According to Melikidze et al.
(2000), each soliton consists of three bunches with charges of
opposite signs. This is because the excess of one charge is
compensated by the lack of this charge in the nearby regions.
Melikidze et al. (2000) estimated that ∼105 solitons in ∼25
sparks can produce the brightness temperature of a typical radio
pulsar. In this estimate, the solitons are regarded as one single
charge without considering the spatial dimension. The
spectrum of the radio emission is also not calculated. In the
following, we will apply the three-dimensional coherent
curvature radiation theory developed in Section 5 to study
radio pulsar emission in detail.

Figure 12. The spectra of the coherent curvature radiation from a threedimensional bunch: (a) the spectrum with ωl=ωc1=ωj; (b) the spectrum
with ωc1=ωl=ωj; (c) the spectrum with ωc1=ωj=ωl.

much longer than the pulse duration of the curvature radiation,
i.e., Tp∼1/νc∼1 ns(νc/1 GHz) (see Equation (9)). This
means that there must be numerous bunches sweeping
across the line of sight during the observed duration Tobs.
The distance between the ﬁrst bunch and the last bunch
is s NB ~ cTobs ~ 3 ´ 107 cm (Tobs/1 ms). According to
Section 4.1.2, the maximum interbunch coherent frequency
becomes wbm ~ (r s NB )2 wbl ∼2 ´ 108 rad s-1(Tobs 1 ms)-3
(r 1010 cm)2 , where wbl ~ 2c s NB , which is smaller than the

6.3. Curvature Radiation from a Dipole Magnetosphere
First, we consider that the emission region is close to the
magnetic axis of a dipole ﬁeld, as shown in Figure 13. A
bunch, with length L and bunch opening angles (Δf, Δα),
moves along the ﬁeld lines. The bunch opening angles (Δf,
Δα) are determined by the magnetic ﬁeld conﬁguration in the
bunch, where α denotes the angle between the magnetic axis
and the magnetic ﬁeld, and f denotes the toroidal angle of the
12
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is the normalized ﬂuctuating net charge density δnGJ that
contributes to coherent radiation. Here, we have assumed that
the magnetic axis is parallel to the rotation axis. Therefore, for
a power-law distribution of the effective electron number, i.e.,
Ne (g ) dg = Ne,0 (g g1)-pdg with Ne,eff = ò Ne (g ) dg , the effective electron number in the bunch volume V is given by
Ne,eff = g1Ne,0 ( p - 1) = mc n GJ V .

(53)

The normalization of the electron distribution is given by
Ne,0 = ( p - 1) g1-1mc n GJ V .

(54)

As shown in Figure 13, according to the dipole magnetosphere
geometry (see Appendix G), the bunch volume with length L
and bunch opening angles (Δf, Δα) can be approximately
given by
V = LDS  Lr 2

dipole ﬁeld. In this case, the magnetic ﬁeld conﬁguration is
consistent with Family A, and the spectrum is described in
Section 5.1. For a given observed direction θ (the poloidal
angle of the dipole ﬁeld) and curvature radius ρ, the emission
region (r, θ) can be determined by the magnetosphere geometry
(see Appendix G), and one has
3
r sin q , for q  0.5.
(49)
4
In this case, according to Section 5.1 and Equation (48), the
observed ﬂux, the energy received per unit time per unit
frequency per unit area, at the peak frequency νpeak is given by
r



2pe2
c

K ( p)

max
Ne2,0 g14 ⎛ sin Df ⎞2
⎟
⎜
D 2T ⎝ Df ⎠

⎛ npeak ⎞2 3
⎜
⎟ ,
⎝ nc1 ⎠

Da  0.1a ~ 0.15q.

3cg 13
c
3c
, nj =
,
.
n
=
c
1
2pr (Da 2)3
4pr
pL

(50)

(51)

cos y = cos

Note that νj is deﬁned in Family A. As discussed in Sections 3.2
and 4.1.3, only the ﬂuctuating net charges in the Goldreich–Julian
outﬂow can make the contribution to coherent radiation. We
deﬁne the effective electron number as Ne,eff, which corresponds
to the ﬂuctuating net charge number in a bunch. The net charge
density of the bunch is nbun=nGJ+δnGJ≡(1+μc)nGJ, where
n GJ = (WBp 2pec )(r R)-3 is the Goldreich–Julian density
(Goldreich & Julian 1969), Bp is the magnetic ﬁeld strength at
the polar cap, R is the neutron star radius, Ω=2π/P is the
angular velocity of the neutron star, P is the rotation period, and
mc º

dn GJ
n GJ

(56)

For Δα>0.1α∼0.15θ, the curvature radius would signiﬁcantly change, which means that the electromagnetic waves
from different ﬁeld lines will not be coherent. On the other
hand, different from Δα, Δf can be relatively larger. There are
two reasons: (1) for a given poloidal angle θ, the ﬁeld lines with
different toroidal angles f have the same curvature radius, and
(2) for a given (r, θ), the angle between the magnetic ﬁeld
direction and the line of sight (the line of sight is taken to be
tangent to the intermediate ﬁeld line in the bunch opening
angle), ψ, is always small, i.e.,

where the peak frequency is given by νpeak=min(νl, νj, νc1),
where
nl =

(55)

where ΔS denotes the cross section, and β is the angle between
the radial direction and the magnetic ﬁeld, which is given by
Equation (131). The relation between Δα and Δθ is given by
Equation (134).
Next, we constrain Δα and Δf. In order to make the
electromagnetic waves from the ﬁeld lines with different
curvature radii coherent, according to Equation (38), the
difference between the curvature radii should satisfy Δρ=ρ
for ωωc. For a given ﬁeld line length l (from the dipole
center to the emission region), the curvature radius at θ is
approximately ρ∼8l/3θ (see Equation (130) in Appendix G),
leading to Δθ/θ∼Δρ/ρ=1. Using the relation Δα∼
(3/2)Δθ, the bunch opening angle Δα can be adopted as

Figure 13. Curvature radiation from the dipole magnetosphere. The shadow
area denotes a bunch with length L and cross section ΔS. θ is the poloidal angle
of the dipole ﬁeld, and α denotes the angle between the magnetic axis and the
magnetic ﬁeld. The emission region is close to the magnetic axis.

2p dI
Fn ,max =
TD 2 dwd W

sin q
2
DqDf  Lr 2 sin qDaDf ,
cos b
3

⎛
Df 2
Df ⎞
⎟.
sin a + cos2 a  1 - a2 ⎜1 - cos
⎝
2
2 ⎠
(57)

Therefore, even for a relatively large Δf, one always has
ψ=1 for α;(3/2)θ=1, so that all of the approximate
conditions in the curvature radiation (ψ corresponds to θ in
Section 2) are satisﬁed. Finally, the peak ﬂux can be written as
Fn ,max =

(52)

13

2 2 2 6
2
2
2
32 ( p - 1)2 K ( p ) mc W Bp R Lg 1 Da Df
81pc2
r 2D 2
⎛ sin Df ⎞2 ⎛ npeak ⎞2 3
´⎜
⎟ ,
⎟ ⎜
⎝ Df ⎠ ⎝ nc1 ⎠

(58)
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νc1<νl<νj, the predicted spectral index αindex is shown in
panel (b) of Figure 12: the spectral index is αindex∼0.7 for
ν0.7 GHz; αindex∼−0.7 for 0.7 GHzν0.9 GHz;
αindex∼−2.7 for 0.9 GHzν3.4 GHz; and αindex∼−3.3
for ν3.4 GHz. Thus, for the above parameters, the spectrum
shows a multisegment broken power law near ∼1 GHz.
These are generally consistent with the pulsar data. For the
pulsars with the observed spectra having a single power law and a
two-segment broken power law, they can also be explained by
this model as long as the break frequencies, i.e., νc1, νl, and νj,
have relatively large separations so that within the observed
frequency band, no or only one break is observable. These can be
achieved with reasonable pulsar parameters.

where
npeak
nc1

⎞
⎛ 4r
16
,
,
1
= min ⎜
⎟.
⎝ 3Lg 13 Da 3g 13 ⎠

(59)

There are three cases for the peak ﬂux:
1. Case I: for νpeak=νl, one has
Fn ,max =

32 ( p - 1)2 K ( p ) ⎛⎜ 4 ⎟⎞2 3
⎝3⎠
81pc2
2 2 2 6 1 3
m W Bp R L Da2Df 2 ⎛ sin Df ⎞2
´ c
⎟ .
⎜
⎝ Df ⎠
r 4 3D 2

(60)

2. Case II: for νpeak=νj, one has
Fn ,max =

2 · 165 3 ( p - 1)2 K ( p )
81pc2
2 2 2 6
m W Bp R LDf 2 ⎛ sin Df ⎞2
´ c
⎟ .
⎜
⎝ Df ⎠
r 2D 2

7. Application to FRBs
7.1. Model A: Spindown-powered Scenario
FRBs are mysterious radio transients characterized by
millisecond-long durations, large dispersion measures, and
extremely high brightness temperatures (e.g., Lorimer et al.
2007; Thornton et al. 2013; Chatterjee et al. 2017). Thanks to
multiwavelength follow-up observations and a precise localization (Chatterjee et al. 2017; Marcote et al. 2017), a repeating
FRB, FRB 121102, was identiﬁed in a dwarf galaxy at z=
0.19273 (Tendulkar et al. 2017) surrounded by a persistent
radio counterpart (Chatterjee et al. 2017; Marcote et al. 2017).
The observation of nine VLA bursts from FRB 121102 showed
that the spectra of FRB 121102 are narrow, which are
characterized by a ∼3 GHz peak frequency width of roughly
∼500 MHz (Law et al. 2017).
Since the coherent curvature radiation from bunches always
emits a wide intrinsic spectrum, i.e., Δν/ν∼1, the observed
narrow spectra might result from the absorption of lowfrequency radio emission. As discussed in Section 5, at high
frequencies, i.e., νmax(νc1, νl, νj), the spectral index is
approximately −(2p+4)/3. Thus, if νamax(νc1, νl, νj),
where νa is the absorption frequency, the observed spectra
would be narrow.
Since FRBs have a much higher brightness temperature than
a pulsar, the ﬂuctuating net charge number in a bunch needs to
be much larger. Given the abrupt nature of FRBs, it is not
unreasonable to introduce μc=δnGJ/nGJ∼1 or even larger. If
one limits μc=1, the extremely high brightness temperature of
FRBs still require a neutron star with a stronger magnetic ﬁeld
and a faster rotation than normal pulsars, with the emission
region close to the neutron star. This conclusion is similar to
that of Kumar et al. (2017), although the details to achieve this
conclusion are different. We adopt the following typical
parameters: D=1 Gpc, R=106 cm, Bp = 1014 G , and
P=10 ms.15 The model parameters are assumed to be
L=10 cm, γ1=200, ρ=3×107 cm, p=3, θ=0.1, and
Δf=0.1. In this case, the distance from the emission region
to the dipole ﬁeld center is r=2.2×106 cm; the typical
frequencies are νc1=1.9 GHz, νl=0.9 GHz, νj=1.1 GHz;
and the intrinsic maximum ﬂux is Fν,max=1.6 Jy. Due to
νl<νj<νc1, the intrinsic spectral index αindex is shown in
panel (a) of Figure 11: αindex∼0.7 for ν0.9 GHz;

(61)

3. Case III: for νpeak=νc1, one has
Fn ,max =

32 ( p - 1)2 K ( p )
81pc2
m2 W2 Bp2 R 6Lg 12 Da2Df 2 ⎛ sin Df ⎞2
´ c
⎟ .
⎜
⎝ Df ⎠
r 2D 2

(62)

6.4. Model Confronting Pulsar Data
Observationally, the spectra of pulsars can be ﬁtted by a
single power-law, a two-segment broken power-law, or a
multisegment broken power-law (or log-parabolic) form.
Eighty percent of pulsars appear to have a single power-law
spectrum. The spectral index is around −(3–0) with the mean
value of −1.6 (Lorimer et al. 1995; Jankowski et al. 2018).
Seven percent of pulsars appear to have a two-segment broken
power law. They show the mean spectral indices of −1.55 and
−2.72, respectively, before and after the spectral break at
∼1 GHz, with both indices having large scatter (Xilouris
et al. 1996). Ten percent of pulsars can be ﬁtted via a
multisegment broken power-law or a log-parabolic spectral
model (Jankowski et al. 2018). These spectra appear more
complex than the above two classes.
As discussed in Section 5, the spectrum of the curvature
radiation from a bunch moving in a three-dimensional ﬁeld
naturally predicts a multisegment broken power-law spectrum.
The break frequencies are determined by the curvature radius,
bunch length, and bunch opening angles. In general, the
observed frequency band is narrow, which means that the
observed spectra might be a part of a multisegment broken
power law. Thus, our model can naturally explain the observed
spectra of pulsars.
For example, we consider the following typical parameters of a
pulsar: D=5 kpc, R=106 cm, Bp=1012 G, and P=0.1 s. We
introduce a moderate ﬂuctuation parameter μc=0.1. Other
parameters adopted are L=10 cm, γ1=1000, ρ=1010 cm,
p=3, θ=0.01, and Δf=0.1. In this case, the distance from
the emission region to the dipole ﬁeld center is r=7.5×107 cm;
the typical frequencies are νc1=0.7 GHz, νl=0.9 GHz, and
νj=3.4 GHz; and the observed ﬂux is Fν,max=2 mJy. Due to

15

Notice that we did not invoke an even stronger magnetic ﬁeld or an even
shorter spin period. This is because the spindown timescale of those rapidly
spinning magnetars would be shorter than the observation time of FRB 121102,
which is of the order of several years.
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αindex∼−1.3 for 0.9 GHzν1.1 GHz; αindex∼−2 for
1.1 GHzν1.9 GHz; and αindex∼−3.3 for ν1.9 GHz.
Observations showed that there is a persistent radio
counterpart around the repeating FRB source FRB 121102
(Chatterjee et al. 2017; Marcote et al. 2017; Tendulkar
et al. 2017). According to Yang et al. (2016), if the FRB
frequency is below the SSA frequency of the nebula, electrons
in the nebula would absorb the FRB photons, leading to
enhanced self-absorbed synchrotron emission, which might
explain the persistent radio emission of FRB 121102. For such
a synchrotron nebula, its luminosity is approximately
  4pr 2 [na pIn (na )], where r is the nebula radius (Yang
et al. 2016), In  (2me 3 n1B 2 ) n 5 2 (1 - exp (-tn )) is the
SSA intensity, νB=eB/2πmec is the electron cyclotron
frequency, and νa is the SSA frequency, which is deﬁned by
τν(νa)=1. On the other hand, the bursts with ν<νa will be
absorbed by the nebula, leading to a low-frequency cutoff.
Thus, the SSA luminosity  and the nebula magnetic ﬁeld B
can be constrained via (Yang et al. 2016)
⎛ B ⎞1
nobs > na  1.8 GHz ⎜
⎟
⎝ 1 mG ⎠

be very small, since the ﬁeld lines are combed to nearly parallel
to each other. The observed ﬂux at the peak frequency νpeak is
given by
Fn ,max =

Ne,0 g1 ⎛ npeak ⎞
2pe2
K ( p) 2 ⎜
⎟
c
D T ⎝ nc1 ⎠
2


max

4

2 3

.
(64)

The peak frequency is given by νpeak=min(νl, νj, νc1), where
nl =

c
3c
, nj =
,
pL
2prj 3

nc1 =

3cg 13
,
4pr

(65)

where j=max(Δα/2, Δf/2) is deﬁned in Family B.
For a violent combing event, within the short period of time
of interest, the original Goldreich–Julian charge ﬂow density
would not be directly relevant, since the ﬁeld line conﬁguration
is abruptly modiﬁed. For an easy description, we relate the net
charge density of a bunch with compressed Goldreich–Julian
¢ is the compressed
¢ , where n GJ
density, i.e., nbun = (1 + mc ) n GJ
¢
Goldreich–Julian density, and mc n GJ denotes the ﬂuctuation
of the net charge density of the bunch, which contributes to
the coherent radiation. Similar to Section 6.3, we deﬁne the
effective electron number as Ne,eff, which corresponds to the
ﬂuctuating net charge number in a bunch. For a power-law
distribution of the effective electron number, i.e., Ne =
Ne,0 (g g1)-p with Ne,eff = ò Ne dg , the effective electron number
in the compressed volume V′ of a bunch is given by

7

⎞2 7 ⎛ r ⎞-4 7
⎛

,
´ ⎜ 39
⎟
⎟ ⎜
⎝ 10 erg s-1 ⎠ ⎝ 0.01 pc ⎠

2p dI
TD 2 dwd W

(63)

and the observed peak ﬂux is Fν,obs∼Fν(νa);0.3 Jy. We
note that the luminosity  ~ 10 39 erg s-1 is just the order of
the luminosity of the persistent radio emission of FRB 121102
(Chatterjee et al. 2017; Marcote et al. 2017; Tendulkar
et al. 2017). Therefore, FRB-heated synchrotron nebulae can
explain well the narrow spectrum of the bursts and the
persistent radio emission.

Ne,eff = g1Ne,0 ( p - 1) = mc n GJ ¢V ¢.

(66)

As shown in Figure 14, somewhat inside the light cylinder
RLC=c/Ω, the ﬁeld lines are compressed by the stream, thus
the net electron number density of a bunch is of the order of
that at the light cylinder with a compression factor ξc>1, i.e.,
¢ ~ xc n GJ (RLC). Consider that the ﬁeld lines are combed to
n GJ
be parallel to each other, and the cross section of a bunch may
2
be taken as hRLC
, where η is a parameter describing the cross
2
¢ V ¢ ~ xc n GJ (RLC)(hRLC
L ). Thus, the
section. One has n GJ
normalization of the effective electron distribution is given by

7.2. Model B: Cosmic Comb Scenario
7.2.1. Curvature Radiation from a Combed Magnetosphere

Zhang (2017) proposed that an FRB might be produced via
the interaction between a nearby astrophysical plasma stream
(from, e.g., a nearby active galactic nucleus ﬂare, a gamma-ray
burst, a supernova, or an outburst of a binary companion) and a
foreground regular pulsar, the so-called “cosmic comb.” Due to
the ram pressure of the stream, the magnetic ﬁeld conﬁguration
of a pulsar would deviate from the dipole ﬁeld conﬁguration;
meanwhile, the Goldreich–Julian outﬂow would be suddenly
compressed, which would cause a large ﬂuctuation of the net
charge density, producing coherent bunches. When these
bunches sweep across the line of sight as they are combed
toward the anti-stream-source direction, they would make a
detectable FRB. Such a model recently gained more traction
(Zhang 2018) in view of the large and variable rotation measure
observed in the repeating FRB 121102 (Michilli et al. 2018).
Within this model, the ﬁeld conﬁguration in a bunch is
similar to the Family B ﬁeld lines discussed in Section 5, and
the bunch would have a larger curvature radius and a larger
cross section than those in the dipole magnetosphere (see
Section 5.1), since the ﬁeld lines are combed to nearly parallel
to each other by the cosmic stream. Let us assume that
the bunch opening angles are (Δf, Δα), where f denotes the
toroidal angle around the magnetic axis, and α denotes
the angle between the magnetic axis and the magnetic ﬁeld.
We notice that in a combed magnetosphere, Δf and Δα would

Ne,0 = ( p - 1) g1-1mc n GJ ¢V ¢ =

( p - 1) mc x c h W2 Bp R 3L
2pec2g1

.
(67)

Since the emission is somewhat inside the light cylinder (e.g.,
Zhang 2017), we approximately take the curvature radius as
ρ∼RLC. Still assuming that the time interval between each
bunch is T∼L/c, one can write the peak ﬂux as
Fn ,max =

2 2 2 4 2 6
2
2 3
( p - 1)2 K ( p ) mc x c h W Bp R Lg 1 ⎛ npeak ⎞
, (68)
⎜
⎟
⎝ nc1 ⎠
2pc 4
D2

where
npeak
nc1

⎞
⎛ 4c
2
,
,
1
= min ⎜
⎟.
⎝ 3WLg 13 j 3g 13 ⎠

There are three cases for the peak ﬂux:
15

(69)
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above parameter, the magnetic pressure at RLC is
PB 

Bp2 ⎛ WR ⎞6
⎜
⎟
8p ⎝ c ⎠

⎛ Bp ⎞2 ⎛ P ⎞-6
⎟ .
 3.4 ´ 108 erg cm-3 ⎜ 13 ⎟ ⎜
⎝ 10 G ⎠ ⎝ 0.1 s ⎠

(73)

To overcome such a pressure, one needs a strong stream from a
nearby source so that the ram pressure of the continuous wind
at the interaction region is
Ps 

⎛ M˙ ⎞ ⎛ b ⎞ ⎛ r ⎞-2
⎟⎜
⎟
,
 3.4 ´ 108 erg cm-3 ⎜
⎟⎜
⎝ M yr-1 ⎠ ⎝ 0.5 ⎠ ⎝ AU ⎠
(74)

Figure 14. Curvature radiation from the comb magnetosphere. The shadow
area denotes a bunch with length L and cross section ΔS. α denotes the angle
between the magnetic axis and the magnetic ﬁeld. The emission region is
somewhat inside the light cylinder.

where Ṁ is the wind mass-loss rate, r is the distance from the
source that produced the stream, and v=βc is the wind
velocity. Notice again that here we have adopted a conservative
value of μc=1 in the above discussion. It is quite possible that
μc could be (much) greater than unity given the violent
combing process. If so, the required combing condition could
be (much) less stringent than derived here.
At last, in order to explain the narrow spectrum of FRB
121102, we also consider the SSA from the FRB-heated
synchrotron nebula (Yang et al. 2016), as discussed in
Section 7.1. Thus, the observed peak ﬂux is Fν,obs∼
Fν(νa);0.3 Jy. This scenario also requires that the combed
pulsar is within the nebula (not necessarily at the center). As
shown in Equation (63), the radius of the nebula is larger than
the separation between the combing source and the combed
pulsar, consistent with our expectation.

1. Case I: for νpeak=νl, one has
Fn ,max =

2 2 2 10 3 2 6 1 3
( p - 1)2 K ( p ) ⎛⎜ 4 ⎞⎟2 3 mc x c h W Bp R L
. (70)
⎝3⎠
2pc10 3
D2

2. Case II: for νpeak=νj, one has
Fn ,max =

2 2 2 4 2 6
( p - 1)2 K ( p ) mc x c h W Bp R L
.
21 3pc 4
D 2j 2

(71)

3. Case III: for νpeak=νc1, one has
Fn ,max

2 2 2 4 2 6
2
( p - 1)2 K ( p ) mc x c h W Bp R Lg 1
.
=
2pc 4
D2

˙
Mv
4pr 2

8. Conclusions and Discussion
In this work, we developed a general radiation theory of
coherent curvature radiation from bunches under a threedimensional magnetic ﬁeld geometry from ﬁrst principles and
applied the model to interpret coherent radio emission from
radio pulsars and FRBs. The following new conclusions are
obtained:

(72)

7.2.2. Model Confronting FRB Data

Let us take a conservative approach16 by adopting μc=1
and ξc=10. For the cosmic comb model for FRBs
(Zhang 2017), we adopt the following typical parameters: D=
1 Gpc, R=106 cm, Bp = 1013 G , and P=0.1 s. The model
parameters are assumed to be L=10 cm, γ1=600, ρ=
c/Ω=4.8×108 cm, p=3, η=0.1, and j=max(Δα/2,
Δf/2)=0.003. In this case, the typical frequencies are
νc1=3.2 GHz, νl=0.9 GHz, and νj=1.1 GHz, and the
intrinsic maximum ﬂux is Fν,max=2.3 Jy. Due to νl<νj<
νc1, the predicted spectral index αindex is shown in panel (a) of
Figure 11: αindex∼0.7 for ν0.9 GHz; αindex∼−1.3 for
0.9 GHzν1.1 GHz; αindex∼−2 for 1.1 GHzν
3.2 GHz; and αindex∼−3.3 for ν3.2 GHz.
In the cosmic comb model, the ram pressure Pr should
exceed the magnetic pressure PB at the light cylinder
RLC = c W  4.8 ´ 108cm (P 0.1 s) (Zhang 2017). In the

1. Different from previous works (e.g., Sturrock et al. 1975;
Elsaesser & Kirk 1976) that assumed that the electron
spatial distribution is stationary, we considered a more
general scenario where the trajectories (ﬁeld lines) are not
parallel to each other. As a result, the opening angle of
the bunch enters the problem. For particles streaming out
from an open ﬁeld line region, a bunch slightly expands
when it moves away from the dipole center, and coherent
radiation depends on the opening angle of the bunch (see
Section 4.2). Since electromagnetic waves with higher
frequencies have smaller spread angles, coherence is not
effective for high-frequency electromagnetic waves.
According to Sections 4.2.2 and 4.2.3, for both Family
II and Family III, the larger the bunch opening angle, the
softer the coherent spectrum.
2. Another important ingredient introduced in our theory is
the power-law distribution of electron energy. Combining
with the three-dimensional magnetic ﬁeld conﬁguration
considered, one can quantify the coherent curvature

16

In principle, the ﬂuctuation parameter μc could exceed unity given the
abruptness of the combing event, and the compression parameter ξc should be
at least a few times greater than unity.
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radiation of bunches and calculate the predicted radiation
spectrum for the ﬁrst time. We consider a bunch,
consisting of a trajectory family, that is characterized
by the following parameters: bunch length L, curvature
radius ρ of the trajectory family, bunch opening angles
(j×, j+), and electron energy distribution Ne(γ)dγ with
γ1<γ<γ2. The predicted radiation spectrum shows a
multisegment broken power law with the break frequencies nc1 = 3cg 13 4pr , νl=c/πL, and nj = 3c 2prj 3,
where j depends on (j×, j+) and the ﬁeld line
conﬁguration in the bunch. The spectral indices depend
on the relative order of these characteristic frequencies.
The detailed spectra are presented in Sections 5.1 and 5.2.
3. We emphasize that coherent emission in a pulsar
magnetosphere is generated by the “ﬂuctuation” of the
net charge with respect to the background Goldreich–
Julian charge density, as discussed in Sections 3.2 and
4.1.3. We ﬁnd that with the “bunches” with net charge
density slightly deviant from the Goldreich–Julian
density (i.e., μc=δnGJ/nGJ∼0.1), the observed high
brightness temperature of radio pulsars can be reproduced. Even though the total lepton number density, n±,
in the magnetosphere is greatly increased with respect to
the Goldreich–Julian density, nGJ, in a pair-dominated
magnetosphere, i.e., n ~ n GJ with   1, the net
charge density remains close to the Goldreich–Julian one,
and the radiation of the pairs would essentially cancel out
if they are spatially bunched together. Observationally,
pulsars that emit radio emission seem to follow the
condition of pair production (Ruderman & Sutherland
1975; Zhang et al. 2000). The connection between
coherent radiation and pair production might be indirect.
For example, violent pair production and their spatial
separation (in order to “screen” process to the parallel
electric ﬁeld in the gap region) would induce deviations
of the local net charge densities from the Goldreich–
Julian density to produce coherent radiation. Notice that
these conclusions are different from some recent works
on coherent curvature radiation from bunches from
FRBs (e.g., Kumar et al. 2017; Lu & Kumar 2018),
in which the total number of electron–positron pairs
are introduced to calculate the luminosity of bunching
coherent curvature radiation. According to our theory,
the coherent radiation luminosity is greatly overestimated in those investigations.
4. The coherent mechanism of pulsar radio emission has
been subject to debate over the years (Melrose 2017). Our
study suggests that coherent curvature radiation from
bunches remains a promising candidate to interpret the
observations. In particular, the observed spectra of
pulsars, which can be ﬁtted by either a single power
law, or a two-segment or multisegment broken power law
(e.g., Lorimer et al. 1995; Xilouris et al. 1996; Jankowski
et al. 2018), are naturally interpreted for the ﬁrst time,
given typical pulsar parameters (i.e., Bp = 1012 G and
P=0.1 s). The required ﬂuctuation is only moderate
(i.e., μc=δnGJ/nGJ∼0.1).
5. The physical origin of FRBs is mysterious. Many FRB
models invoked coherent curvature radiation from bunches
to explain their extremely high brightness temperatures,
e.g., pulsar-like activities (Connor et al. 2016; Cordes
& Wasserman 2016; Kashiyama & Murase 2017;

Metzger et al. 2017a), mergers of compact binaries
(Kashiyama et al. 2013; Totani 2013; Liu et al. 2016;
Wang et al. 2016; Zhang 2016), collapse of supramassive
neutron stars to black holes (Falcke & Rezzolla 2014;
Zhang 2014), collisions between a neutron star and a
comet or asteroids (Geng & Huang 2015; Dai et al. 2016),
cosmic combs (Zhang 2017), and so on. However, most
FRB models mainly focus on the released energy and
duration, with the description of coherent radiation overly
simpliﬁed. With the theory developed in this paper, the
coherent bunching mechanism of FRBs can be quantitatively discussed in great detail. Due to their extremely high
brightness temperatures, FRBs have a much larger
ﬂuctuating net charge density compared with pulsars.
Several factors may contribute to such a large ﬂuctuating
net charges. (1) The FRB source may involve a neutron
star with a stronger magnetic ﬁeld and faster rotation (e.g.,
Murase et al. 2016; Metzger et al. 2017b) with the
emission region close to the stellar surface (e.g., Kumar
et al. 2017). (2) Due to the abrupt nature of FRBs, the
normalized ﬂuctuation of the net charge density μc for
FRBs may reach or even exceed unity. (3) In the cosmic
comb scenario (Zhang 2017, 2018), the magnetosphere
may be suddenly compressed by an astrophysical stream
so that the effective ﬂuctuation μc would exceed unity.
Meanwhile, since the ﬁeld lines are combed to nearly
parallel to each other, the cross section of a bunch could be
very large, leading to more signiﬁcant coherent emission.
The bunching coherent mechanism proposed in this paper
can interpret the steep negative spectral index observed in
the bursts detected from the repeating source FRB 121102.
In order to account for the narrowness of the spectrum, one
needs to introduce SSA from the FRB-heated synchrotron
nebula (Yang et al. 2016). The required nebula luminosity
of this model coincides with the observed luminosity of
the persistent radio emission of FRB 121102 (Chatterjee
et al. 2017).
When we applied our model to radio emission of pulsars and
FRBs, as discussed in Section 5, we have assumed that the bunch
opening angle is mainly deﬁned by the magnetic ﬁeld geometry of
the bunch. In general, a curvature drift that is perpendicular to the
plane that contains the ﬁeld lines, e.g., vd = me cvj2 g eBr ,
where vj∼c is the velocity along the ﬁeld lines, is required,
since an electron/positron moving along a ﬁeld line must be
subject to a Lorentz force that causes it to follow the curved path
(e.g., Zhelezniakov & Shaposhnikov 1979). As a result, curvature
drift would make electrons and positrons drift in the opposite
directions across the ﬁeld lines and cause more energetic particles
to drift faster than less energetic particles. All of these tend
to disperse the bunch. However, the drifting angle due to the
curvature drift effect, e.g., jd ~ vd vj ~ gme c 2 eBr ∼
10-10 (Bp 1012 G)-1(r 1010 cm)-1 (g 10 3)(r 108 cm)3, is much
smaller than the opening angle of ﬁeld lines. Therefore, it is
reasonable to ignore this curvature drift effect and assume that the
bunch opening angle mainly depends on the ﬁeld geometry.
On the other hand, we have assumed that the emission region
of the curvature radiation is in the open ﬁeld lines rather than the
closed ﬁeld lines. The main reason is that bunches from the open
ﬁeld line region would move along the ﬁeld lines that curve away
from the emitted coherent radio waves, so that they are not subject
to further absorption by the proceeding bunches. Emission from
17
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the bunches moving in closed ﬁeld line regions may be subject to
further absorption by bunches moving along adjacent ﬁeld lines.
Even if it may not be absorbed, the emission in these cases would
not be narrowly beamed, which might give rise to smoother light
curves than observed. Pulsar radio emission is known to originate
from the open ﬁeld line regions of pulsars (e.g., Rankin 1983). For
FRBs, models that invoke open ﬁeld lines are favored. Those
invoking closed ﬁeld lines require further justiﬁcation regarding
the propagation of the coherent radio waves across the magnetosphere of the source.
Finally, we would like to comment on some basic conditions
of the classical formula, i.e., Equations (3) and (8), have been
omitted in some previous works when applied to study
curvature radiation (e.g., Ghisellini & Locatelli 2018). Here
are some examples: (1) Equation (8) was often used to describe
the spectrum of curvature radiation. However, one should note
that the classical ν1/3 spectrum corresponds to the total
radiation spectrum in all directions rather than the direction
along the line of sight (Yang & Zhang 2018). For curvature
radiation, the radiation of one bunch is beamed in a narrow
cone that sweeps across the line of sight; thus, one should
consider the radiation per unit solid angle, rather than the total

radiation spectrum. Even considering more than one bunch
with different motion directions, a coherent sum of amplitudes
should be considered, rather than the simple integration over
angles. (2) The deﬁnition of radiation power should be based
on the average timescale, T, of pulse repetition, as shown in
Equation (3). For synchrotron radiation, pulses repeat naturally
with the gyration period. However, for one-time curvature
radiation, the average timescale of pulse repetition depends on
the average time interval between the bunches, instead of the
gyration period. (3) Since the basic formulae about the
radiation of moving charges, i.e., Equation (2), can be applied
to relativistic charged particles, it is unnecessary to repeatedly
apply some relativistic effects, such as time delay, beaming
effect, and so on, to the derived dI/dωdΩ, etc. (cf.
Equation (2)).
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Appendix A
Radiation from Moving Charges
In this section, we brieﬂy summarize the radiation from moving charges. The ﬁelds at a point x at time t is determined by the
retarded position r (t ¢) and time t′ of the charged particle. Deﬁning  º x - r (t ¢), n º   , and b º r˙ (t ¢) c , the electromagnetic
ﬁelds are given by (e.g., Jackson 1998; Rybicki & Lightman 1979)
B (x , t ) = [n ´ E (x , t )]ret
⎤
⎡
n-b
e ⎡ n ´ {(n - b ) ´ b˙ } ⎤
E (x , t ) = e ⎢ 2
+
⎥ ,
⎢
⎥
⎣ g (1 - n · b )32 ⎦ret
c ⎣ (1 - n · b )3 ⎦ret

(75)

where the subscript “ret” means that the quantities in the square brackets are all evaluated at the retarded time t′. As shown in the
above equations, the electric ﬁeld is composed of two terms: (1) the velocity ﬁeld, which is the generalization of the Coulomb law to
a moving charge and falls off as 1 2 , and (2) the acceleration ﬁeld, which is proportional to the particle’s acceleration and
constitutes the radiation ﬁeld falling off as 1  .
First, the power radiated per unit solid angle has the general form
dP (t )
= ∣A (t )∣2 ,
dW

A (t ) º

where

⎛ c ⎞1 2
⎜
⎟
[E]ret ,
⎝ 4p ⎠

(76)

and t is the observed time at the ﬁeld point, and  is the distance between the ﬁeld point and the retarded position of the charged
particle. In general, the observed point is far enough away from the source; thus, the velocity-ﬁeld term in Equation (75) could be
ignored in the “far zone.” Based on the time-dependent electromagnetic ﬁeld of a single moving charge, i.e., Equation (75), the
radiation frequency spectrum can be calculated using the Fourier transformation, i.e.,
+¥
⎛ e2 ⎞1 2
A ( w ) = ⎜ 2 ⎟ ( - iw )
n ´ (n ´ b ) eiw (t ¢- n·r (t ¢) c) dt ¢ ,
(77)
⎝ 8p c ⎠
-¥
where t′ is the retarded time, r (t ¢) denotes the retarded position of the charged particle, b and n are deﬁned as b = r˙ (t ¢) c and
n =   . Here,  is deﬁned as  = x - r (t ¢) and x is the ﬁeld point. For r(t′)=x, one has  (t ¢)  x - n · r (t ¢), which has
been considered in the above integral. Note that in Equation (77) one has used the identity n ´ [(n - b ) ´ b ] (1 - n · b )2 =
d dt [n ´ (n ´ b ) (1 - n · b )]. On the other hand, the total energy radiated per unit solid angle is given by (Jackson 1998)

ò

+¥

dW
=
dW

ò-¥

=

ò-¥

+¥

dP (t )
dt =
dW
∣ A (t )∣2 dt =

+¥

ò0

+¥

ò-¥

18

dI (w , n)
dw
dwd W
∣ A (w )∣2 dw ,

(78)
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where dI/dωdΩ denotes the energy radiated per unit solid angle per unit frequency interval. Due to dI dwd W = 2∣A (w )∣2 , one ﬁnally
has (e.g., Jackson 1998; Rybicki & Lightman 1979)
dI
e2w 2
=
d wd W
4p 2c

+¥

ò-¥

n ´ (n ´ b ) eiw (t - n·r (t )

2
c ) dt

.

(79)

For brevity, the primes on the retarded time have been omitted.
If there is more than one charged particle, a coherent sum of the amplitudes should replace the single amplitude in the above
equation. In this case, the energy radiated per unit solid angle per unit frequency interval is given by
dI
w2
=
d wd W
4p 2c

2

+¥ N

ò-¥ åj qj n ´ (n ´ bj

) eiw (t - n·rj (t ) c) dt

,

(80)

where j represents the identiﬁer of each charged particle, and qj is the corresponding charge.
Appendix B
Curvature Radiation from Instantaneous C ircular Motion
In this section, we brieﬂy summarize the curvature radiation of a single electron during instantaneous circular motion (e.g.,
Jackson 1998). Consider the appropriate coordinate system in Figure 15, where the origin is the location of the electron at the
retarded time t=0, and the instantaneous circular trajectory lies in the x′−y′ plane with a curvature radius ρ. The electron velocity is
along the x′-axis at t=0. Since the integral in Equation (1) is taken along the trajectory, n can be chosen to lie in the x′−z′ plane
without losing generality.   is the unit vector pointing to the center of the instantaneous circle, which is set to the y′-direction, and
^ = n ´   is deﬁned. The energy radiated per unit frequency interval per unit solid angle is given by (e.g., Jackson 1998)
dI
e2w 2
= 2 ∣ -  A + ^ A^ ∣2
d wd W 4 p c
⎤
⎞2 ⎡ 2
e2 ⎛⎜ wr ⎞⎟2 ⎛ 1
q2
2
(
)
q
x
K
K12 3 (x )⎥ ,
=
+
+
⎜
⎟
⎢
2
3
2
2
2
2
⎝
⎠
⎦
⎠ ⎣
(1 g ) + q
3p c c ⎝ g

(81)

where A⊥ and AP are the polarized components of the amplitude along ^ and  , respectively, which are given by
⎞
2i r ⎛ 1
⎜ 2 + q 2⎟ K2 3 (x ) ,
⎠
3 c ⎝g
⎞1 2
2 rq ⎛ 1
A^ =
⎜ 2 + q 2⎟ K1 3 (x ).
⎠
3 c ⎝g
A =

(82)

The argument ξ in the modiﬁed Bessel function is deﬁned as
x=

⎞3 2
wr ⎛ 1
⎜ 2 + q 2⎟ .
⎠
3c ⎝ g

(83)

According to the properties of the modiﬁed Bessel function, i.e., Kn (x )  0 for ξ?1, the radiation intensity is negligible for
ξ?1. As shown in Equation (83), ξ?1 is satisﬁed at large angles. On the other hand, if ω becomes too large, ξ will be large at all
angles. Therefore, one can deﬁne the critical frequency by ξ=1/2 for θ=0, beyond which the radiation can be negligible at all
angles (e.g., Jackson 1998). Such a critical frequency is given by
wc =

3 3⎛ c ⎞
g ⎜ ⎟.
2 ⎝r ⎠

(84)

For an accelerated relativistic electron, its radiation is beamed in a narrow cone that sweeps across the line of sight, which means that
the radiation concentrates around θ=0, and the parallel polarized component is dominant. According to Equation (81) and the
properties of the modiﬁed Bessel function, e.g., Kn (x )  (G (n ) 2)(x 2)-n for x=1 and n ¹ 0 , and Kn (x )  p 2x exp (-x ) for
x?1 and n ¹ 0 , one has (e.g., Jackson 1998)
dI
d wd W

q= 0

⎧ e2 ⎡ G (2 3) ⎤2 ⎛ 3 ⎞1 3 ⎛ wr ⎞2 3
⎜ ⎟
⎜
⎟
⎪ ⎢
, w  wc,
⎪ c ⎣ p ⎥⎦ ⎝ 4 ⎠ ⎝ c ⎠
⎨
⎪ 3 e2 2 w -w wc
,
g
w  wc.
e
⎪
⎩ 4p c wc

19

(85)
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Figure 15. Geometry for instantaneous circular motion. The trajectory lies in the x′−y′ plane. At the retarded time t=0, the electron is at the origin, and the velocity
is along the x′-axis.

For simplicity, we use the following approximation:
dI
e2 ⎡ G (2 3) ⎤2 ⎛⎜ 3 ⎞⎟1 3 ⎛⎜ wr ⎞⎟2 3 -w
e
 ⎢
⎥
d wd W
c ⎣ p ⎦ ⎝4⎠ ⎝ c ⎠

wc ,

(86)

where the subscript θ=0 has been omitted for brevity. Equation (86) has an uncertainty of less than 50% over the range
0<ω/2ωc<100.5. For a given frequency ω, the spread in angle can be estimated by determining the angle θc where
ξ(θc)=max(ξ(0), 1). One has (Jackson 1998)
⎧ ⎛
1 3
⎪ 1 ⎜ 2wc ⎟⎞ =
⎪g ⎝ w ⎠
qc (w )  ⎨
⎪ 1 ⎛ 2wc ⎞1 2
⎟
,
⎪ ⎜⎝
⎩ g 3w ⎠

⎛ 3c ⎞1 3
⎜ ⎟ , w  wc
⎝ wr ⎠

.

(87)

w  wc

As shown in the above equation, for frequencies comparable to ωc, the radiation is conﬁned to angles of the order ∼1/γ; for lower
frequencies, the angular spread is larger. Note that for frequencies higher than ωc, one has θc∝ω−1/2. However, the radiation has
become negligible due to the exponential term; see Equation (85) or Equation (86).
Finally, the spectrum of the total energy emitted by the electron can be found by integrating Equation (81) over the angle
(Westfold 1959)
dI
=
dw

3

e2 w
g
c wc

¥

òw w

K5 3 (x ) dx.

(88)

c

However, one must note that it is the total radiation spectrum in all directions rather than in the direction along the line of sight.
Appendix C
Radiation from a Point Source with
Power-law Distributed Electrons
We consider radiation from a point source containing relativistic electrons with different energies. The energy distribution of the
electrons is assumed to be a power-law distribution, i.e.,
⎛ g ⎞-p
Ne (g ) = Ne,0 ⎜ ⎟ ,
⎝ g1 ⎠

g1 < g < g2,

(89)

where Ne(γ)dγ is the electron number in a range from γ to γ+dγ, Ne,0 is the corresponding normalization, and γ1 and γ2 are the
lower and upper limits of Lorentz factor. The energy radiated per unit frequency interval per unit solid angle is given by
g
g
dI
e2w 2
=
-   ò 2 Ne (g ) A(w , g ) dg + ^ ò 2 Ne (g ) A^ (w , g ) dg
2
g
g
1
1
d wd W
4p c

20

2

.

(90)
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If the observed direction is in the trajectory plane, i.e., θ=0, the perpendicular polarized component is zero, i.e., A⊥(ω, γ)=0.
Thus, one has
dI
e2w 2
=
d wd W
4p 2c

òg

g2

2

Ne (g ) A(w , g ) dg

(91)

,

1

where the parallel polarized amplitude is given by Equation (82), i.e.,
A(w , g ) =

-2 3
⎛ wr ⎞
r ⎛w⎞
2i r
24 3i
(
)

K
2
3
e-w
G
⎟
⎜
⎜
⎟
2
3
⎝ 3cg 3 ⎠
cg 2 ⎝ wc ⎠
3 cg 2
3

2wc.

(92)

Here, we use the approximation Kν(x)∼(Γ(ν)/2)(x/2)−νe− x. The coherent sum of the amplitudes is given by
-( p + 1 )
r ⎛ w ⎞

24 3i

g

3

x

1
òx 2 x ( p - 4) 3e-x 2dx ,

2
òg1 Ne (g ) A(w , g ) dg = 33 2 G (2 3) Ne,0 cg ⎜⎝ w ⎟⎠
1
c1

(93)

where x1=ω/ωc1, x2=ω/ωc2, x=ω/ωc, ωc1=ωc(γ1), and ωc2=ωc(γ2). The radiation energy satisﬁes
dI
e2 ⎡ G (2 3) ⎤2 1
 ⎢
⎥
d wd W
c ⎣ p ⎦ 3 · 24

3
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⎝ wc1 ⎠
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(ò
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x 1 ( p - 4 ) 3 -x 2
x
e
dx .

)

x2

(94)

If x2=1 and x2=x1, according to the property of the Gamma function, one has
⎡ ⎛ p - 1 ⎞⎤

x

⎛ p - 1 x1 ⎞
, ⎟.
2⎠

1
òx 2 x ( p - 4) 3e-x 2dx = 2( p - 1) 3⎢⎣G ⎝⎜ 3 ⎠⎟ ⎥⎦ - G ⎝⎜ 3

(95)

If x1  ¥, G (( p - 1) 3, x1 2)  0 , for the power-law distribution of electrons, the energy radiated per unit frequency interval per
unit solid angle is given by

dI
e2 2(2p - 6)

d wd W
c 3p 2

⎧⎛ w ⎞2 3
⎪⎜
⎟ ,
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⎜
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⎥ e,0 1
⎣ 3
3 ⎠⎦
⎪⎛ w ⎞-(2p - 4) 3 -w
e
⎟
⎪⎜⎝
⎩ wc1 ⎠

w  wc1,
(96)
wc2 ,

w  wc1.

Appendix D
Spectrum of One-dimensional Bunch
First, we consider that the electron distribution is stationary. The retarded position of the jth electron can be written as
rj (t ) = r (t ) + Drj , where r (t ) denotes the retarded position of the ﬁrst electron, and Drj denotes the relative displacement between
the ﬁrst electron and the jth electron, which is time-independent. According to Equation (2), the total energy radiated per unit solid
angle per unit frequency interval is given by
dI(N )
e2w 2 +¥
=
ò n ´ (n ´ b ) eiw (t- n·r (t )
4p 2c -¥
d wd W

c ) dt

2

2

N

å e-iw (n·Drj
j

c)

=

dI(1)
Fw (N ) ,
d wd W

(97)

where
Fw (N ) =

2

N

å e-iw (n·Drj

c)

(98)

j

is a dimensionless parameter denoting the enhancement factor due to coherence, and dI(1)/dωdΩ corresponds to the radiation of the
ﬁrst electron.
Next, we are interested in the N electrons that have the same trajectory but are injected at different times. In this case, the retarded
position of the jth electron can be written as rj (t ) = r (t ) + Drj (t ). We note that Drj (t ) must change with time, even if ∣Drj (t )∣ is
assumed to be time-independent. As shown in Figure 16, for stationary distributed electrons, their motions correspond to the
displacement of the spatial distribution of electrons. However, for the electrons lying in the same trajectory, their motions correspond
to the rotation of the spatial distribution of electrons around the center of instantaneous circular motion.
Although the above two motion modes have signiﬁcant differences, we can prove that the latter can be approximately equal to
the former when the bunch is relativistic and its length is small enough: for a relativistic bunch, its radiation is beamed in a
21
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Figure 16. Curvature radiation from a one-dimensional bunch. The open strip denotes a bunch with stationary distributed electrons. The solid strip denotes a bunch
with all electrons having the same trajectory. The former corresponds to the displacement of the spatial distribution of electrons, and the latter corresponds to rotation
of the spatial distribution of electrons around the center of instantaneous circular motion. The solid line denotes the trajectory of the central electron. The observed path
corresponds to a path in the spread angle θc, i.e., Equation (5).

narrow cone that sweeps across the line of sight. Therefore, if the bunch length satisfying L∼ΔrNρθc, where θc is the
spread angle of the curvature radiation (for ω∼ωc, θc∼1/γ; see Equation (5)), then in the observed path (with a length ∼ρθc,
where the bunch velocity is almost parallel to the line of sight), the relative displacement between each electron could be
considered time-independent. Note that although Equation (1) shows that the observed spectrum is determined by the electron
trajectory over a period of time, for a relativistic charged particle, the major contribution of the spectrum is from a path with
∼ρθc. Once outside the observed path, the radiation contributing to the line of sight could be ignored.
Appendix E
Trajectory Family II: Generated via
Rotation around the y-axis
In this section, we consider that the trajectory family is generated via rotation around the y-axis in Figure 5. In the local frame, as
shown in Figure 17, the amplitude of one in the trajectory family can be calculated following Appendix B, with the observation angle
θ replaced by θ+jj, where jj corresponds to the angle between the jth trajectory and the median trajectory. The energy radiated per
unit frequency interval per unit solid angle is given by
Nt
Nt
dI
e2w 2
=
-   å A, j (w ) + ^ å A^, j (w )
2
d wd W
4p c
j
j

2

.

(99)

First, we assume that the bunch opening angle of the Nt trajectories is 2j, each trajectory is uniformly spaced in the bunch opening
angle, and there is only one electron in each trajectory. Then, the amplitudes in the above equation are given by
Nt

N

j

⎤ 2i
r⎡ 1
K2 3 (x ) dj¢ ,
⎢ 2 + (q + j¢)2 ⎥
⎦ 3
c ⎣g

N

j

⎤1
r (q + j¢) ⎡ 1
⎢ 2 + (q + j¢)2 ⎥
⎣g
⎦
c

å A,j (w) = 2jt ò-j
j

Nt

å A^,j (w) = 2jt ò-j
j

2

2
K1 3 (x ) dj¢ ,
3

(100)

where
x=

⎤3 2
wr ⎡ 1
2
+
(
q
+
j
¢
)
⎢
⎥ .
⎦
3c ⎣ g 2

(101)

Since the radiation is beamed in a narrow cone that sweeps across the observation point, we are only interested in the case with
θ=0. One has
Nt

N

j

å A,j (w) = 2jt ò-j
j

⎞ 2i
r⎛ 1
K2 3 (x ) dj¢ ,
⎜ 2 + j ¢2 ⎟
⎠ 3
c ⎝g

Nt

å A^,j (w) = 0.

(102)

j

We deﬁne
jc º qc (w ) =

1 ⎛⎜ 2wc ⎞⎟1
g⎝ w ⎠

22
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⎛ 3c ⎞1 3
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(103)
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Figure 17. Geometry for instantaneous circular motion for Family II in the local frame. The dashed line denotes the trajectory that lies in the x′−y′ plane. At the
retarded time t=0, the electron is at the origin, and the velocity is along the x′-axis. The solid line denotes a trajectory generated via rotation around the y′-axis,
denoted by the dashed line (corresponding to a trajectory generated via rotation around the y-axis in Figure 5 when n is parallel to the x′-axis.).

For any j′?jc, one has ξ?1, leading to K2 3 (x )  0 . Therefore, one has approximately
Nt

å A,j (w) =
j



⎞ 2i
Nt j r ⎛ 1
K2 3 (x ) dj¢
⎜ 2 + j ¢2 ⎟
ò
j
⎠ 3
2j
c ⎝g

⎛ wr ⎞
Nt r 2i
K2 3 ⎜
⎟ (2Dj) ,
2
⎝ 3cg 3 ⎠
2j cg 3

(104)

where

For ωj=ωc, the sum of the parallel amplitudes is

⎧j , j  jc ,
Dj  ⎨
⎩jc , j  jc.

(105)

⎧⎛ w ⎞-2 3
⎪⎜ ⎟
,
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r ⎪⎝ wc ⎠
24 3i
å A,j (w) = 3 G (2 3) Nt cg 2 ⎨⎛ ⎞1 3 ⎛ ⎞-1
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j
-w
⎪⎜⎝ ⎟⎠ ⎜⎝ ⎟⎠ e
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⎩ wc

w  wj ,
(106)
2wc ,

w  wj ,

where
wj =

3c
,
rj 3

(107)

which is deﬁned as jc(ωj)=j. Therefore, the energy radiated per unit frequency interval per unit solid angle is given by
⎧⎛ w ⎞2 3
⎪⎜ ⎟ ,
dI
e2 3 ⎡ G (2 3) ⎤2 2 2 ⎪⎝ wc ⎠
=
⎢
⎥ Nt g ⎨
d wd W
c 24 3 ⎣ p ⎦
⎪⎛ wj ⎞2 3 -w
⎪⎜⎝ ⎟⎠ e
⎩ wc

w  wj ,
(108)
wc ,

w  wj.

On the other hand, for ωj?ωc, the radiation from the entire bunch opening angle can be observed, as shown in Figure 6. In this case, the
sum of the parallel amplitudes is given by å Nj t A, j (w ) = Nt A (w, g ), where AP(ω, γ) is given by Equation (92). Thus, the radiation energy
is given by Equation (7).
Next, we further consider that there is more than one electron in a point source in each trajectory, and the electron distribution
satisﬁes the power-law distribution, e.g., Ne (g ) dg = Ne,0 (g g1)-pdg for γ1<γ<γ2, where Ne,0 corresponds to the
normalization for all trajectories. In the case where ωj=ωc1, if ω=ωj, since ωj is independent of γ, one always has
23
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; if ω?ωj, one has
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2

and the radiation energy is given by
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Note that in the above equation we have used Equation (95). In the case where ωc1=ωj, if ω=ωj, the radiation energy is directly
given by Equation (13); if ω?ωj, similar to the calculation process of Equations (109) and (110), one has dI/dωdΩ∝ω−(2 p−2)/3.
In summary, if ωj=ωc1, the energy radiated per unit frequency interval per unit solid angle is given by
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If ωj?ωc1, the energy radiated per unit frequency interval per unit solid angle is given by
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Appendix F
Trajectory Family III: Generated via
Rotation around the x-axis
For the trajectory family generated via rotation around the x-axis, as shown in Figure 7, we need to consider a more general
situation to calculate the amplitude from each trajectory than that in Appendix B. In the local frame, as shown in Figure 18, all of the
trajectories are in the x′−y′ plane, and the angle between the electron velocity direction and x′-axis at t=0 is deﬁned as jj, where
j=0 corresponds to the case in Appendix B. The vector term in the integrand Equation (2) can be written as
⎡
⎤
⎛ vt
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The exponential term in the integrand Equation (2) is given by
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Figure 18. Geometry for instantaneous circular motion for Family III in the local frame. The dashed line denotes the trajectory lies in the x′−y′ plane. At the retarded
time t=0, the electron is at the origin, and the velocity is along the x′-axis. The solid line denotes a trajectory generated via rotation around the z′-axis, denoted by the
dashed line (corresponding to a trajectory generated via rotation around the x-axis in Figure 7 when n is parallel to the x′-axis.), which is also in the x′−y′ plane.

Therefore, the amplitudes are given by
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Since the radiation is beamed in a narrow cone that sweeps across the observation point, we are only interested in the case with
θ=0. Thus,
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one then has
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Note that x + x 3/3 + (jj / 1 /g 2 + j 2j ) x 2  x for x  0 and x + x 3 3 + (jj / 1 /g 2 + j 2j ) x 2  x 3 3 for x  ¥.
Therefore, the following approximations are reasonable, i.e.,
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Finally, one has
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We assume that the bunch opening angle of the Nt trajectories is 2j, and each trajectory is uniformly spaced in the bunch opening
angle. In this case, the second term in AP,j will be zero. Thus, one has
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j

This result is the same as in Equation (102), and the next calculation about the radiation will be as same as in Appendix E. We
consider that the energy distribution of the electrons satisﬁes a power-law distribution, i.e., Ne (g ) dg = Ne,0 (g g1)-pdg for
γ1<γ<γ2. If ωj=ωc1, the energy radiated per unit frequency interval per unit solid angle is given by
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If ωj=ωc, the energy radiated per unit frequency interval per unit solid angle is given by
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, w  wj.

Appendix G
Dipole Magnetosphere Geometry
In this section, we give a brief summary of the dipole magnetosphere geometry. For a magnetic dipole ﬁeld, the ﬁeld line in polar
coordinates (r, θ) is given by
r = Rmax sin2 q ,

(126)

where Rmax denotes the distance at which the ﬁeld line crosses the equator. For a ﬁeld line with a certain Rmax, the curvature radius at
(r, θ) is given by
2 3
(r 2 + r ¢ 2 ) 3 2
1
4 q (1 + 4 cot q )
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sin
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∣r 2 + 2r ¢2 - rr ¢¢∣
3
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4
4r
,
for q  0.5,
 Rmax sin q 
3
3 sin q

r=

2

=

1
(1 + 3m2)3
Rmax (1 - m2)1 2
3
1 + m2

2

(127)

where r′ and r″ denote the ﬁrst and second derivatives with respect to θ, and μ is deﬁned as m = cos q . According to Equation (126),
the differential length of the dipole ﬁeld line is given by
dl = - Rmax 1 + 3 cos2 q d (cos q ).

26
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Therefore, the total length from the origin to a point (r, θ) is given by
⎡
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According to Equations (127) and (129), for a given length, the curvature radius satisﬁes
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(130)

Note that the above formula is independent of Rmax, which means that it is applicable for all dipole ﬁeld lines, and that due to
dr r ~ dq sin q , the curvature radius does not signiﬁcantly change for δθ0.1θ.
Next, we deﬁne β as the angle between the radial direction and the magnetic ﬁeld, which is given by
cos b =

2 cos q
1 + 3 cos2 q

.

(131)

for q  1.

(132)

The difference of β satisﬁes
db
2
1
=
 ,
dq
1 + 3 cos2 q
2

Then the angle between the magnetic axis and the magnetic ﬁeld is α=θ+β, i.e.,
⎛
2 cos q
a = q + arccos ⎜⎜
⎝ 1 + 3 cos2 q

⎞
⎟⎟ ,
⎠

(133)

and its corresponding difference reads
da
3 (1 + cos2 q )
3
=
 ,
dq
1 + 3 cos2 q
2

for q  1.

(134)

Appendix H
Notation List
Symbol

Deﬁnition

First Appear

Subscript j
Subscript ret
c
dI/dωdΩ
e
kB
l
me
n
nGJ
n±
p
q
r

The identiﬁer of each charged particle
Quantities evaluated at the retarded time
Speed of light
Energy radiated per unit solid angle per unit frequency interval
Elementary charge
Boltzmann constant
Length of a ﬁeld line
Electron mass
Unit vector of the line of sight
Goldreich–Julian density
Number density of electron–positron pair
Index of electron distribution
Charge of particle
Retarded position of an electron
Distance between emission region and neutron star center
Curvature drift
Velocity along the ﬁeld lines
Amplitude of electromagnetic wave
Parallel component of amplitude
Perpendicular component of amplitude
Magnetic ﬁeld
Strength of magnetic ﬁeld at polar cap of a neutron star
Distance between source and observer
Electric ﬁeld

Section 2
Section 2
Section 1
Equation (1), Section 2
Section 2
Section 1
Equation (129), Appendix G
Section 1
Section 2
Section 3.2
Section 8
Equation (10), Section 3.1
Section 2
Section 2
Section 6.3
Section 8
Section 8
Appendix A
Appendix B
Appendix B
Equation (75), Section 2
Section 6.3
Section 6.1
Equation (75), Section 2

vd
vj
A
AP
A⊥
B
Bp
D
E
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Symbol

Deﬁnition

First Appear

Fν
Fν,max
Fω(N)
Kν
L

Ṁ

N
Ne(γ)dγ
Ne,0
Ne,eff
Nt
NB
P
PB
Ps

R
RLC
Rmax
T
Tb
Tp
Tobs
TB
V
α
β

Flux at frequency ν
The maximum ﬂux
The fraction between dI(N)/dωdΩ and dI(1)/dωdΩ for a one-dimensional bunch
Modiﬁed Bessel function
Length of a bunch
Luminosity
Wind mass-loss rate
Multiplicity of an electron–positron pair in the pulsar magnetosphere
Electron number of a bunch
Energy distribution of electrons in a bunch
Normalization of the energy distribution of electrons in a bunch
the effective electron (net charge) number in the bunch
Trajectory number of a trajectory family
Number of bunches in a certain trajectory
Period of a neutron star
Magnetic pressure
Ram pressure
Distance between ﬁeld point and retarded position of electron
Radius of a neutron star
Radius of light cylinder
Distance at which the ﬁeld line crosses the equator
Mean time interval between adjacent bunches
Period of a beat wave
Pulse duration of curvature radiation
Observed duration of a pulse of pulsars or FRBs
Brightness temperature
Volume of a bunch
Angle between the magnetic axis and the magnetic ﬁeld
Dimensionless velocity of an electron
Angle between the radial direction and the magnetic ﬁeld
Lorentz factor of an electron
The minimum (and maximum) Lorentz factor of electrons
A parameter describing the cross section of a bunch in the comb model
Angle between the line of sight and the trajectory plane
Poloidal angle of the dipole ﬁeld
Frequency-dependent spread angle of the curvature radiation
Cosine of poloidal angle, e.g., μ=cos θ
Normalized ﬂuctuating Goldreich–Julian density
SSA frequency
Critical frequency of the curvature radiation, νc=ωc/2π

Equation (48), Section 6.1
Equation (50), Section 6.3
Equation (16), Section 4
Section 2
Section 4.1
Section 7.1
Section 7.2.2
Section 3.2
Section 4.1
Equation (10), Section 3.1
Equation (10), Section 3.1
Section 6.3
Section 4.2
Section 4.1.2
Section 6.3
Equation (73), Section 7.2.2
Equation (74), Section 7.2.2
Section 2; Appendix A
Section 6.3
Section 7.2.1
Equation (126), Appendix G
Equation (3), Section 2
Equation (37), Section 4.3
Equation (9), Section 2
Section 1
Section 1
Equation (55), Section 6.3
Section 6.3; Appendix G
Section 2; Appendix A
Section 6.3; Appendix G
Section 1
Equation (10), Section 3.1
Section 7.2.1
Section 2
Section 6.3; Appendix G
Equation (5),Section 2
Appendix G
Equation (52), Section 6.3
Equation (63), Section 7.1
Equation (6),
Section 2
Equation (20), Section 4.1.1
Section 1
Equation (50), Section 6.3
Equation (31), Section 4.2.2
Section 7.2.1
Section 2
Section 7.1
Section 4.1.1
Section 4.2
Section 5.1
Equation (46), Section 5.2
Section 5
Section 8
Section 5
Section 6.3
Section 6.3
Equation (24), Section 4.1.2
Equation (6), Section 2
Section 3.1
Equation (20), Section 4.1.1
Equation (21), Section 4.1.1
Equation (31), Section 4.2.2
Section 2
Section 4.1

γ
γ1,2
η
θ
θc(ω)
μ
μc
νa
νc
νl
νobs
νpeak
νj
ξc
ρ
τν
j

j1,2,3
jd
j×,+
f
ψ
ωbm
ωc
ωc1, c2
ωl
ωm
ωj
Γ
Drj

Critical frequency for bunch length, νl=ωl/2π
Observed frequency
Peak frequency of the spectrum of curvature radiation
Critical frequency for bunch half-opening angle, νj=ωj/2π
Compression factor in the comb model
Curvature radius of an electron trajectory
Optical depth at frequency ν
Minimum angle between the line of sight and the bunch velocity
Bunch half-opening angle of a trajectory family
—Bunch half-opening angle of Family III for Family A
—Maximum bunch half-opening angle of Family B
Bunch half-opening angle of Family I, II and III
Drifting angle due to curvature drift effect
A pair of the orthogonal bunch opening angles
Toroidal angle of the dipole ﬁeld
Angle between the magnetic ﬁeld direction and the line of sight
Maximum interbunch coherent angle frequency
Critical angle frequency of curvature radiation
Critical angle frequency of curvature radiation when γ=γ1,2
Critical angle frequency for the bunch length
Upper limit of the coherent angle frequency
Critical angle frequency for the bunch half-opening angle
Gamma function
The relative displacement between the ﬁrst electron and the jth electron
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Symbol

Deﬁnition

First Appear

ΔS
Ω

Cross section of a bunch
Solid angle of radiation
Angle frequency of a neutron star

Section 6.3
Section 2
Section 6.3
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